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CONSTITUTIONAL TAX EXEMPTION
THE POWER OF CONGRESS TO TAX INCOME
FROM STATE AND MUNICIPAL BONDS
BY

EDWARD S. CORWIN
McCormiCk Profeaorof Jurlsprudence.
Princefon UnlivreltI

"What is needed Is not further tinkering with the
Constitution, but an Act of Congress assertive of
Ils present powers."
SUPPLEMENT TO THE NATIONAL MUNICIPAL REVIEW
JANUARY, 1924, VOL. XIII, NO. I
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CONSTITUTIONAL TAX EXEMPTION.
THE POWER OF CONGRESS TO TAX INCOME FROM STATE AND
MUNICIPAL BONDS.

i y 1 I ) .%\i:)8.

,1cCormirk )'rofcssor of

.IUfl1l(C,

('( oV IN'.

i'rhfccto. Unlftersityi.

Aristocracy," wrote Chateaubriand, "has tlhtl ktlj s: fitst.
lhe ape of force, from which it, degenerates into tle age 'of 4Ilivalvq,
and is finally extinguished in the age of vanity." Thep fa~t thait
there are between thirty and fort-y bill ions of privately held bi
securities in this country which ;ire either partially flI116ta ly tax
oxeiipt
uggests that. American aristocracy is rapidly achieving
the second stage of its predestined ecle without, perhaps, having
altogether left the first. stage behind. Some ingenuity has been
expended in certain quarters'in an effoi to show tlifit tI w inifmlnlit'
of a considerable fraction of the wealth of the country froim taxati6n makes no)particular difference to hnybody, an aiutlnetit which.
if valid, ought to hol, even though the fVactin were increased
indefinitely. Certainly, when we learn that 1he late'Mi.; Williamn
Rockefeller's estate o? sixty-seven milliths Comprised some, folly
millions of tax-exempt bondS, we conclide that tlhte was h reason:
and we also rall the maixim'c.i nihlO n i2. Tf iiveisto in' tlaxexemipt securities drive a lbiuiefit froill this- tV1 t' If'Ih stm(,nt
son body else pays--the question is ho?
'
."
The actual operation of tax exemption' in t1i -6untii': wiqild w'hi
to be somewhat as follows: The. national govbthiri ;' t;ott
system of income taxation b8 which neoxnes aI taed
rogres'tN
sivoly higher 'rates.' n, d to 6800
ca 6e;th6,lpper ',h
r
"of'th
tax, ?nen of large income invest bst%-ekem t. fturltiOi ekcially
municipal and state bonds, the exemltio 6ifi whide is' hno~t 'h rlv
absolute. This in turn enables the states and municipalities to floa~t.
securities on ml vantageoits tormas in comparison with private concerns. A saving is thus effected mnomentarily to the local taxpayer,
butat Is expense both as taxpayer tb the nafi6ijd djvri'-ient 'and
as .consuiner. Foro it is iipparent tliift if th~natiohi1l'ob iuneht
canb not raise 'adequate
(
revenue byAr0
'ihdmttaxatioh it.
must have recorse to other methods which bear more heavily on

:a

.' ThIs Atltblt |nelude, neftrly twenty.three btIii4me qf libe
I)" (1id6
of the five Imues.
of wbmtch tie 11(9t, of Owo bililom .s o far as It has hOt lftxi c'0lvertod, rewin. otaily
exemP tol nitinn taxatioti. baPlital, holdins of thto Rdeeeding Imisapi, ect pt te
%'ict?,motes.have bot oxumjt from
vhn(%rha If qFaotAX iu'1,"ln%SAbun n, bit
;ol from0~"stlurtaz;
s lne lie expiration dr the t o-vyi-r
Tro.
o1 thT
o'iIlefton
of
trtt
wIth
a
naikvn
tfig
tmjperf~et
mmuptty Ji:1arg"Jl'
"i
hoflt , s
ever, stfw
still rehu t,
t t i ." Such
for
the most part, but whether this fact meritsi citsderalt
htor
uepend on actors which differ with cach state.
r
o li
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the average citizen: and it is equally evident that if private producers lave to pay higher rates of interest in order to obtain adequate capital, it is'the consumer who ultimately foots the bill. Nor
does the advantage of the local taxpayer contiie indefinitely, since
the easy terms' u1'on *hidh tlhle, find' capitAl procurable offers an
obvious temptation to borrowing on a large scale on tie part of
states and municipalities. Thus, whereas state and local bonds
,afloat in, 1913,t9tiled, ess than four billions, they now total fourteen billions, solme 6f which, it. is permissible to hold, represent
expenditures, which, if they should haye been made at all, should
have been made from current funds. So by one and the same system of tax evasion governmental extravagance is promoted, profitable business expansions is put. at a disadvantage, the theory of
progressive income taxation is underinined, and a tax-exemnpt
aristocracy is created out of the wealthiest, part of the community.2

Not all t4tx exemption rests primarily on constitutional grounds.
When national securities are exempt tirom national taxation it is
only because congress has so decreed, although once given its
promise may possibly constitute a binding contract which may not
be repudiated consistently with " due process of law." And the
same is the case in a general way with the exemption of state and
municipal securities from local taxation. Such exemption rests in
the first instance on the will of the local legislature, but, once it is
accorded it becomes a contract whose. obligation may not be iinpaired.3 Exemptions which thus originate solely in, legislative
policy need not be further treated of in this article, our purpose
being to investigate those doctrines of constitutional law which have
been interpreted to require that exemption front taxation accompany the issuance of publ icsecmuities. Thus it is held that national
securities are from the moment of their issuance exempt for the
most part froim state taxation and that, state and municil)al securities are likewvise exempt from national taxation. Tle two cases,
however, are not, it. would appear, in all respects parallel. On the
one hand, the exemption rests in both cAses on judicial reasoning
rather than on any specific clause of the constitution; but, on the
other hand, an important difference appears between the considerations which judges have treated as controlling in the two instances.
For logical as well as chronological reasons the exemption of
national securities 1f oni local taxation will be dealt with first.
.

he judicial-,doctrinu of taxexelnption entered our constitutional
Mc6itllochk
jurisprudece
the supreme
famous decision
iand,', in .whic tlh'rugh
n '1819 the
court set.in
aside
a tax by v.tmeUar'
state
'he miaiket'prle oftax-exempt seeurlide" Is such t0-dav .4 to tempt people of cot .
paratively low Incomes-from twenty to fifty thousand dollars per annum. This sign.
ties, of course, that the verr rich get their bonds cheaply, so %uch so, indeed, that while
the Income tax law pretends to levy hprtaxes ragng as hign ai 59 per cent, te surtax above 31 per cent Is virtually Inoperative. See Professor a. M. lolag's article In
the Xorth,,A4
¢ Recevi for last April. Professor Hlaig also makes time point that
to; Incomes thus benefted are what Gladstone called "lazy' incomes, whith thus seek
so le iftveatIents, while the risk of developing ew enterprises Is thrust upon earned
Incomes. The btthought, has always nrgeoI that earned Incomes shoUid be less
,heavily taxed than.,unearned.
:Article I, see 1Opar. 1.
'4 Wheat, 316.

---
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of Mairland on certain operations of a local branch of the Bank of
the Ulnited States. 'le, opinion of the court by Chief .Justice
Marshall brings forward at least four distinct,, ven though not
clearly distinguished, grounds for the decision. In a phrase often
quoted
thetoChief
Justice defines the power to tax as involving "thesince,
power
destroy."
Th nference is that the mere attempt to tax the hank rel)resented
a claim on Maryhnl's part to control or even to wipe out an
instrumentality of a governmentwhich is supreme within its assigned sphere. But more than that, the opinion continues, while "the
sovereivgnty of a state extends to everything which exists by its own
authority or is introduced by its permission," the l)ank (lid not fall
within this description. So, regardless of the supremacy of the national government, there was "on just theory" a "total failure" of
power in the state to reach the bank through taxation. Nevertheless,
at the very end of his opinion, Marshall concedes Maryland the right
to tax the'bank on its "real property . . . in coninon with other
real property within the state," and also "the interest Which the citizens of Maryland' held in the institution "in common with other
property of the same description throughout the state"; and meantime he" has answered an arg'unent drawn by the state's attorneys
from the Federalist with this observation: '[he objections to the
constitution which are noticed in these numbers were to the undefined power of the government to tax, not to the indWntal privilege
of exemptinq its own. measures from state taxation."

In other

words, the exemption of the bank is thought. of at this point as resting on the implied will of congress and therefore to be justified constitutionally as a measure "necessary and proper" for maintaining
the full efficiency of the bank as an instrumentality of admitted
national powers. In short, while the exemption of the. bank from
state taxation on its operations was clear, the precise reason for exemption was far from clear. This may have been due to the inherent
scope of the taxing power, considered in relation to the supremacy
of the national government within its proper field: or it may have
been due to the inherent limits of the state's own sovereignty; or it
may have been due to the discriminatory nature of the tax attempted in this instance, or finally, t6 the'implied will of congress.
The question arises whether there is a necessary contradiction as
between any two of these grounds of decision, or wyhiether they may
be considered as together constituting a harmonious whole. The
strongest. appearance of contradiction emerges from a comparison
of the first and third grounds; for if the equal application of.a tax
to a species of property is guarantee against its abuse. why the piopositionthat "the power to tax involves the power to destroy" I And
why should not tiny generally imposed tax be valid as to all property within the limits of a stite? The answer seems to 116 that Marshall wos trying to draw the line between the, bona fide taxation by
a state of property within its limits and an attempt by it. to tax an
,;weat'ise of national power within those limits-the 'foriuer being
allowable, the latter not. Yet why not? And helr our attention is
drawn to the juxtaposition of the first and fourth grounds of decision. Taken together the two grounds spell out the proposition
$The Italics do not occur I, the original.
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that congress may always exempt instrumentalities of the national
government from local taxation when it is "necessary and proper"
for it to do so in order to assure the efficient operation of such instrumentalities. What then of the converse proposition, that where
an exemption of national agency from state taxation exists, such
exemption is to be deemed as resting in the first instance merely
on the will of congress, express or implied, and not on constitutional
considerations beyond the reach of congress? The fact is that no
clear answer to this question can be gleaned from Marshall's decisions. In O8born v. the Bank, lie treats the exemption as resting
on the will of congress;0 in Weston v. Charleton, as inplied in the
constitution:T and subsequent decisions of the court disclose the same
uncertainty. Indeed, even when the will of congress is made the
basis of exemption, there is still uncertainty as to whether taxation
may be permitted in the silence of congress, or the implication of
silence should be construed unfavorably to the state's chlilns.' It is
submitted, however, that there is no sound reason why thest uncertainties should be permitted to continue. With the remedy for any
abuse by a state ofits power over instrumentalities of the. national
government securely lodged in congress, tlere is not the least, benefit
to be anticipated from t.he supreme court's troubling itself with the

extent of congress's concessions to the states in respect of the taxation of national instrumentalities. Such instrumentalities ought always to be subject to local taxation when they take the form of private property, while any effort of the local iaxing power to single
them out for Special burdens would be void on the face of it. Both
of which propositions are fairly implied in ,llcvtilloch v. iar'ylawld."°
II.
We now turn to that branch of the constitutional doctrine of tax
exemption which restrains the national taxing power in relation to
"means and instruments" of the states. At the outset we note an
important difference in the operation of the doctrine in the two
fields' The principal local taxing power which is caught in the coils

80 NWhent. 738. Marshall's language hereLis as follows: "The cmrt adlres to litF
de&lson, in the cge of .McCtlloch Y. the State of Maryland and i of Opinion that the
act of the state of Ohio, which is certainly much more obfectionable than tht of the
state of Maryland, Is repunant to a fair of thr United 'talrs rnarle in Iis rsrt'Inec of
the vonstitvtion, vod, therefore rofd.", (The italics do not appear In the orlginal.)
72 Pet. 449.
88ee Van Alltie v. Asarssors, 3 Wall, 573, In Which was sutalnod the Act of June 3,
1864 (now 5219 of the Revised Statutis), wh-ereby certain powers of ta1xation with
reference tO national banks were accorded the Rtates 7'howtopi V. Union Prifte R. Co.,
9 Wall. 571); CUnion Pacllr' H. Go. v. Peelaion, 18 Wall. 5: Otrensboro National Bank v.
804; Home Sarnsfl ank v. Des Molies, 205 U. 8. 503.
Ctt of Ow1nsboro 113 U.
In the last' cahe Y. Moody; speaklnig for the coort remarks: "It trmi well be doubted
whether congrea has the power to confer upon the state tMe right to tax obligations
of the United States. However this may be. congress has nover v,.t attempted to confer such a right." So the point lias never been decided. In C'haptn v. Comnm'r, 12 Con.
L[ 8. 375. (Australia, 19I1l the commonwealth wasnheld to have the power to au.
tlhorize state taxation of federal salaries. although xnch toxatio6 had been provlouIv held Invalid without such authoritation. Hall, Cas' on Contltutio al Lgic,
p. 1288 fT.' See lo Uote 13 intra, If a citlnen of one stAte own4 lionds of another
tax thereon, a on othir, personal property the altus
state his Qw.. stato may .levy
of which follows the owne , flpnap.arte v. Appeal Po Court, 104 U. 8. 692. In other
vords, at between states, trva tely-held public securtites of stRt origin are treated as
IV

solely,

-rpery,

.

*ASee also' the rcorftly dccded case of First' ,ational Battk of 8ai Jose v. (al t
decided June 4. last, and; cases there cited, to sbow that the "dealings of national
baik aft )Abjeet to' the dperation' of itLnIra1 ahd unflgerlmilnatlng state laws which
do not conflict with the letter or general object or purpose of congressional legIslalion affecting such bankk"
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of this doctrine is the power of taxing property

iictly-in other

words, the general property tax, whi is thereby disabled in the
presence of private property which is viewable from another angle
as still discharging a governmental function.
The nationalgovernment on the other hand is, practically speaking, denied the power of directly taxing property by the unworkable
rulI of apportionment which the constitution lay. down for suc
taxes.10

The only kind of national taxation which is affected by the

constitutional doctrine under review is consequently income taxation,
which, whether it be " direct" or

"

indirect

"

in the constitutional

sensc is to-day relieved by the sixteenth amendment from the rule of
apportionmient: and the principal operation of the doctrine of tax
exemption within the national field has been accordingly to relieve
certain categories of incovnes -from natioml taxation, naively, those
derived from state and municipal bonds and state official salaries.
By the same token the extension of the doctrine of tax exemption
into the field of national taxation incurs difficulties which it does not
encounter in the other field. Both on the basis of what has just been
said anld for other reasons which will be manifest, these itmay be set
down as follows: In the first. place, in the case of the average propertv holder or income taker the burden represented by the general
property tax is far greater than the burden of any probable income
lax. To illustrate: A tax on income derived from a bond bearing
interest at four per cent would have to be twenty-five per cent in

order to equal in burden a one per cent property tax on the bond
itself: hut while the latter is a burden which a'ny citizen may be
called upon by the state, to meet. the former is on( exacted by the
'national government only of the wealthiest classes and is thew'fore
ono evasion of which is rendered possible and profitable only to the
wealthy- through the operation of the doctrine. In the second place,
while it is not so mireasonal)le to regard a governmenthond even
in the hands of the priVate purchaser as still an instrumentality of
government, since it represents a continuing relationship betwieii the
government and the purchaser, to extend the same line of reaoning
to income from the hond, the payment and receipt of which is a
transaction over and done with once for all, involves a'step b,no
means easy to follow., In the third place, the difference- between
tli, national government as the government of all and any ps'ticula
state as the government of only a section of the people should be taken

into account in this connection. As Chief Jusice Marshall pointed

otit in Mculloch v. Mariflafnd: "The people of allthe states and
the states themselves are represented in congress," which, therefore,
when it taxes a state institution is still taxing only its own e6nstitu-

ents, whereas, "when a state taxes the operations'of the government
of the United States, it acts upon institutions created " by people not

represented in, the state legislative chambers. Finally whereas,the
l)rinciple of national supremacy, to which, as we 'have seen, the
joitrticle 1
c 2
r. 8; w. 9, poe. 4.
"Alsmlilar
dirictioil
)Pdeeod
by Mar~shall In Wieston Y, (Jharlepto,. xspru between state taxation of united States bonds noid landis sold by the United states: "1 When
1tnds are mold, no connection reinM between the purchaser and the government. The
Il(1m purchased bweome n paFrt of the times of property In the country with no tmplled
exempt ion from coinmon Wirdens. . . . Cands sold ar-e in the condtlion of money
borrowed and repaidl, its 1inbiu1tj to taxation In Ony form It may the Rssume Isqnot
queslioneil. The connection Ihetweeni the borrower and the lender IstX11oied t"
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exeilption of national means and instruments from state taxation
is a, principle definitely emwas principally referred by Marshall,
12
theory upon, which the docthe
bodied in te written constitution,
trine of tax exemption was projected into the' national field, rests
entirely upon principles external, to the written constitution, and,
indeed, is logically contradictory of the principle of national su,premacy.
The doctrine of tax exemption was first applied in restriction of
the national power in 1871, in thie case of Collector v.Day," in which
:the.sole question .was whether a general income tax levied uniformly
throughout the country could be exacted of a. state judge on his
official salary. Justice Nelson, speaking for the majority of the
court, answered this question in the negative on the following line
of reasoning: (1) That a judiciary was a requisite of that " republican form of government" which tile United States was pledged
by the constitution to maintain in every state; that "the power to tax
involved tile power to destroy"; (3) that the tax invaded the field
reserved to the states by the tenth amendment. Rendered as it was
near the close of the Reconstruction Period, during which congress
had ridden rough shod over the most sacred pretensions of " State
Sovereignty," the decision is easily explicable, especially when wo
bear in mind the constant, solicitation to which tile supreme court, is
always exposed to adopt the rfle of "savior of society "; but these
are circumstances which can hardly justify the decision as a. rule of
law.' Would it ever occur to " most people not lawyers" 14 that
the republican form of government connotes the elevation of an
official class above the common burdens of citizenship'? Nor does the
maxim that " the power to tax involves the power to destroy " seem
particularly applicable to a situation in which its realization would
carry with it the destruction of everybody's income. But not oi
court's invocation. of. the guaranty of a republican form of
was'tihe
government extravagantly irrelevant to the actual facts before it, it.
was also technically unallowable; for tile court has said repeatedly
to say .what are the requisites
that it is not for itself but for congresspolitical
question.l.
a
"
is
this
that
government,
a
of such
upon "tile reserved
is
Justice Nlelson's chief reliance, however,
but it. does
amendment;
tenth
the
in
recognized
states,
the
rights" of
not seem on the whole to be better placed than on the other arguments
just reviewed. He contends, in brief, that the right to establish aid
maintain a judicial department is an "original," "inherent," "re,served" power of a state, "never parted with, and as to which the
sup8emaCy of the national government "does not exist " that " in
respect to the reserved powers, the. state is as sovereilgn and imdependeat as the general goverlmllent." Virginia had made the same argu-

ment hlf a century earlier, and with much better reason, in ICohen,
v. Virginia," and had been ans'yered, that as to the purposes of the
Union the states are not sovereign but subordinate. Moreover, if the

r. 2.
"Article VI,
Consm'rx, 10 let. 435,
Is 11 WlI. 11. Te dreslon was preceded by that In DobbiNa v. he
non-taxable by the
States officials to
LDwhich the court held the salaries ef Unlte
congress ?1;ny Ruch
of
act
slotea. on the ground that the Immunity was Implied by the
sofaties.
e 252 1. 8. 220.
1_RThe expressIon Ia J. llolmes.
H ow. I Pa.ifle Ataets T. and T. Co. v. Oreol 223 U. 8. lt8. 1
LitAer Y. Nordeo,
See also Justice Storey's opinion In MarIIn v. lhinf 's L.Csee,
6 6 Wheat, 24.
Wheat. 304.
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supremacy of the nation.'a government does iiot exist its to the reserved powers of the states, as to what powers does it exist? Modern
constitutional law certainly lends Justice Nelson's logic small sup)ort. For if the reserved power of a stale to establish courts can
l)1revent the incidental operation of an otherwise constitutional tax
of the national government, what is to be said of a tax levied upon a
I)ri'ilege gl'anted by the state in the exercise also of powers mn1di[)itably reserved to it;" or of a direct invasion of the reserved power
of a state in the regulation of local transportation? 18 Yet both these.
assertions of national power have been sustained within recent years.
Furthermore, even though it be conceded that the power to maintain
a judiciary is a reserved power of so peculiarly sacrosanct a charactet

-as to set limits to the operation of otherwise constitutional acts of the
national government, yet it would remain to be shown, that this reserved power comprised the. further power of rendering immIne fromt
national taxation the salaries paid the state's judges and already In
their pockets.

Recent decisions do not tend to support such fai-

fetched theories of the incidence of taxation 19-far-fetched and, as
Dr. Johnson would have added,

" not

worth the fetching."

For all

which reasons the doctrine of Collector v. Day must to-day be, re-

garded as obsolete; and the same, of course, must also be said of the
extension of that doctrine in Pollock,v. The Farmers' .Loa(n and Trust
Cotnpany 20 to incomes from state and municipal bonds. A special
1
tax on such incomes22would fail for vicious classification 2 -perhaps
(annot in
tax
as not a tax at all; but'an otherwise constitutional
and
incomes;
such
upon
operation
denied
be
sense
common
or
logic
this would be so even if the sixteenth amendment had never become

a part of the constitution.

III

The sixteenth amendment reads as follows,
The congress shall hare power to lay and etllect titxe. on incomes from
'whatever source derived, without arportionnient among the several states,
and without regard to any censtas or enumeration.

It is understood that the purpose of this amendment was
to overcome in whole ot' in part the effect of the supreme court's
decision in Pollock v. The Farmers' Loan and Trust Co.,23 but
whether in whole or in part only is disputed. In this case the
supreme court ruled, first, that incomes derived from property
were "direct taxes" and leviable only by the method of apportion-

37 Flint v. Ntone Tracp Co., 220 T. S. 107, sustaining a tax measured by net profits on
the privilege of doing business as a corporation.
Comin n v. Chicago, B. & Q. R. Co., 257
The Shreveport Case, 234 U. 8: 342; Railroad
I
IT. .9. 603.
from export trade, Is valid, notdelved
was
SA tax on Income, two-thids of which
4,xported fr'om any state'
withstanding the constitutonmi prohibition of a tax on '.articles
S. 165; also, a tax in' a slate
U.
247
howe,
v.
(Article 1, see. 9, par. 5), Peek&and Co.
part from interstate
large
In
derived
were
these
though
company,
a
of
profits
the
on
commere. United Stat-e Ghue Co." v. Oak Orcek, Mbid 321: also, Mate and municipal
an estate upon The
honds hel by a decedent may be validly Included In the net value of I&
asssesed, GOawner
Act of Sept. 8. 1910,
transfer of which the estate tat Imposed by the
Apr. :30, last. a tax qn
v. Loewellim, 258 U, S. 384. Finally, by NXcirYork, v. Jaiw, decided
sense of a laic
the
within
It
elf
mortgage
the
on
a
tax
the Income from a mortgage Is not
cxenptin g the mortgaic from taratlon.
601.
8
7.
158
420;
8
- 157 1'.
See the dicta In Brtsahobcr v. Union. Iacflte It. (o., 240 IT. S. 1: ell'. Oap I?. Co.
v. Penna., 134 U. S. 232; Connolly v. ae;oa Sctcer" l'fpc Co., 184 IT.- 540; and other
vasev.
Dlrerel I','rtltnre Ce,., 259 1'. 5. 20; HIill v. Wallace, (Jdd. 14.
llaIl'eji v. D..
".See~note 2tt. supra.
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nht; Afid$ gdoildely as we have just noted, that incomes derived
tax11from state an municipal bonds were not subject to national
therefore
tidik at til.. 'I he q question with which we are concerned,branches
o1
is this: l)o te sixteenth amendment. overthrow both
more
little
a
issue
the
put
to
Or,
first?
the
I is de ion or onlv
: What is 'the force and effect of the phrase "from whatIfil
to
1'0i' td6u'e derived " in this context? Does it permit congress
,loes
or
apportionment,
to
ta. 'hl kinds of income without resort
it merely permit congress to tax without resort to al)portionm.ent

subject to national taxation?
sueb, incomes as were previously
4 which was decided four years ago, anl
Gore
v.
KA'vans
to
Anterior
which receives special consideration farther along in this paper,
of dicta
the court, or justices speaking for it, had uttered a number
view, of the armendwhich have been assumed to sustain the narrower
2 which was
ment. Thus in Brushober v. Unw'n' Pacific R. 1?. (o.,
the constituto
added
was
ameflndmelt
the
decided shortly after
whole purpose
tion, we find Chief Justice White declaring that "the when
imposed
of the amendment was to relieve all income taxes
the
from apportionment from a consideration of the source whence
shortly
asserts
he
which
matter
the
of
view
"derived
income was
,And
afterward to ha e been '1 settled" by the previous utterance.".
Stock
the
in
Pitney
Justice:
language'of
the
is
effect
sAme
the
to
anendDividend Case.2T "As repeatedly held, this I[the sixteenth
remerely
but
subjects
newo
to
power
taxing
the
extend
not
did
ment]
apportionan
for
exist:
might
otherwise
moved the necessity which
the five-to.
ment among the states of taxes laid 6n income." This was
2s Justice Van
-Lowe,
v.
o.'
&
Peckl
in
mearitime,
four decision, but
Devanter, speaking for a unanimous court, had reiterated the,,same
proposition.
But now just what is this proposition? The present writeronsubthe
mits that it is neither more or less than the statement, evidentcongress.
authorize
not
does
face of it, that the sixteenth amendment
Let it be
to tax without apportionment anything except incomes.court
in the
the
before
questions
considered what were the precise
it was
Case
Brushaber
the
In
cases.
these
of
important
two more
be
could
i913,
1,
March
since
accrued
whether an income which had
it
reached retroactively by a tax enacted the subsequent August,.
while
capital;
become
now
had,
income
being contended that the
in the Stock Dividend Case the question was Whether such a diviordend was to be regarded as income in the hands of stockholderswas
merely as evidence of capital-holding. The former question
favorably;
answered adversely to the taxpayer concerned, the latter
to
but in both instances it was obviously ]proper for the- court
offered
proposition
self-evident
the
stating
by
clarify its position
above w
as
On the other hand, interpret the statements above quotedlimicertain
outstanding
signifying that the amendment still leaves
results?
tations on congress's power of income taxation, and what
This, at least: That the supreme court is chargeable with having"253 U. S. 245.
nSee note 21 s8ura.
The Baltio Mn n? Co. v. Stanton, 240 U. 5. 103.
Eisner v. Moooms er, 252 U. S. 189.
"Cited in note 19, supra.
the Drusbaber
The Peck & (7o. v. Lowe and Baltic Mining Co. v; Stantos', tog in IndependentlyCase, the exertion of the national taxing power questioned was sustained
of the sixteenth amendment.
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"settled " by the mere process of heaping obiter ditwni upon obiter
dictum a most important question of constitutional power, which
was not remotely involved in the cases before it., on which, so far
as the published briefs of attorneys show, there was no argument
worthy of mention. and in justification of its determination of which
it condescended to utter not one word of proof, whether of law or
of fact. That the supreme court, has no authority " to pass abstract
opinions upon tie constitutionality of ats of c6ngress " has been repeatedly stated by the court. itself: .10that it has no right to anticipate
action by congress by affixing to'the Constitution a readingr thdieof
not requiired in the determination of any question before it would
seem to be even clearer. Respect for the court, 'if nothing else, forbids our attributing to it the intention of )rejudging the interpretation of the sixteenth amendment unnecessarily. Instead, we
should recall the maxim stated by Chief Justice marshall and reiterated many times since: "It is a maxim not to h4 disregarded
that general expressiois in every opinion are to be taken in 'eonne&
tion with the case in Which those expressions are used: If the' '
beyond the case they may be respected, but ought not to c
oto
judgment, in a subsequent suit when the Very "pdint is"prenteg
for decision " 81.
But it is insisted that in IEvins v. 0ore, 2 which followed the"cdS
just reviewed, "the very point ". here under consideration was pre:
scented and decided: is this so? The principal holding of' that ease
was that a .United States judge could, nt, consistently witli the )rovision in articlee IT of the constitution, that. judge, of th' Jnted
States shall at stated times receive for their services compensation
"which shall not be diminished during their 'continuance in office,"
be subjected to a national income tax in respect of his o~cial salary.
Confronted with the argument that the sixteenth amendinent ipust
be deemed to have authorized such taxation notwithstanding the
language of article III, the majority speaking 'through Justice Van
Devanter said:
The purpose of the amendment was to eliminate all occasion for suci an
apportionment because of the source from which the income came,-a ch nie
in no wise affecting the power to tax, but only the mode of exercising, it.
The message of the president recommending ,thO adoption by congress of '
Joint resolution proposing-the amendmn.ent,, the debates on the ,resotltion, by,
which it was proposed, and the public appeals,--corresponding to th6setn'thd
Federalist,-made to secure its ratification, leave no doubt on this point.True, Governor -Iughes of New York lh) ai message laying the amenidment be-

fore the legislature of that state for ratification or rejectioi, 'expiesod "somne
apprehension lest it might be construed as extending the taxing 'owe to' income not taxable 'before; but his message promptly brought forth froin states,
men who participated in proposing the amendment such convincing expositions
of its purpose, as. here stated, that therapprehension was. effectively dispelled

and ratification followed.

'

'

.

Thus the genesis and -words of the amendment unite in showing that it
does not extend the taxing power to new or excepted; subjeets, but merely

removes all occaolon otherwise existing for an Apportiontnent 'among tfie
states of taxes laid on Income, Whether derived, from one, souir e or. another.":
See J." Sutherland's opipion in Iass
cases there cited.
,
" Cohcns v. Va., cited note 10, supra.

, Cited In note 24, Rupra.

hi,81ts A,- A.Mellon,
'

ded'ded J4ne 4 hat, 4n.
. ' "
"
Q-,"
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As its citations go to prove, the court's chief reliance
Borah after th
arguments which were made by Senators Root andbefore
its ratificabut
amne dnent had been proposed by congress the
contrary opinion of
tion, On the 9ther, side,: the court admits
utterance, however,
4,Hughes, then governor of.New York, whose
was but one of several of like tenor, as the followifig quotations
show:
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It is to be borne i mind that this Is not a mere
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in the light, of constittittonal
will be in effect a grait
ratified,
If
which,
itself
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It
which
power
the
of
GO6ernment
to 'the Federal
n;mturai sense,
their
in
taken
if
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source
whatever
from
siV6 *ords!"
and personal property, but altko
would Include not only incomes from real securitles.-ov.
Hughes of New
municipal
and
state
from
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incomes
York,
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Congress could, therefore, tax incomes from state
being necescongressmen
and
Senators
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so
Incomes
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would not
municipalities
the
of
generally
and
sites
the
sariv-rosidents'of
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taxation'
through
destroy
would
which
law
a
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(ilchrist of Florida.
state and their own municipallty.---Gov.Hughes
does not Impress me as being
The objection urged by Governor
upon broad grounds
a very, substantial or effective one. If it is toadvisable
subject incomes to taxation,
of public policy for the national governmentohjection
to oppose this amendit impresses me as a narrow or technical, for an exemption of that portion
ment for the reason that it does not provide state and municipal bonds.--Gov.
of one' Income derived from Interest upon
Hadley of. Missouri.
broad enough to include
The Income tax amendment to the constitution is
state and municipal bonds.
a tax onIncomes derived from the ownership of
-GoV., Burke of North-,Dakota.
might easily
IThe language of. the amendment Is very broad, and injustice
of the authority conoccur unless congress, should be careful In the exercise
Haskell of Oklahonm.
ferred upoln congress by this amendnent,-Go.
"!front whatever source derived"
Indeed it seems to me that if the words
to its power to tax incomes front
would leave the amendment ambiguous asand
municipalities, the amendment
states
of
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official salaries and from
to the democratic maxim of equality
ought to-be opposed by whoever adheres
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the Speaker urging him to press the amendment.

made, some in
Here, in short, are six gubernatorial utterances buttall to the
favor,
its
protest against the amendment, some in
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same efft.t, that the amendment would vest con 1ress with the power
to tax incomes from state and municipal bonus; while I have encountered but a single utterance front a like source which is clearly
to the contrary effect. Yet despite these warnings, following these
commendations, the amendment was ratified. And in this connection it should be noted that ratification by the pivotal state of New
atteml)ted refutaYork followed upon the Dix
3 message, not upon the
tion of Governor Hughes."
But let us consider the evidence which Justice Van Devanter adduces 3as to the intention of congress itself in proposing the mendment. 4 He first refers to President Taft's memage of June 16,
1909, urging an amendment to the constitution which should confer
"the power to levy an income tax without apportionment among
the states in proportion to p)op)ulation." This clearly shows that
the object which was foremost in the president's mi(l was to get
rid of the rule of apportionment in income taxation; but clearly, too,
it throws no light on the question of the proper construction of the
very differently Worded proposal which was finally adopted. In congress the ball'was started rolling by Senator Brown of Nebraska,
the day following the message. In' its original form his proposal
gave congress" power to lay and collect direct taxes on incomes without al)portiomanent ; but when it emerged from the senate finance
commitee eleven days later, it had assumed the shape of the present
amendment. Why the change? It would, perhaps, be difficult to
say: but the burden of explaining the change is certainly not on
those who contend that it must have had some significance. Nor
does the trend of the discussion leading up to the passage of the
amendment, in either the senate or tl house, strengthen the case for
tax exemption. For the most part this dealt with political and
historical matter which has no bearing on the present question;
but it was interlarded with repeated references to the desirability
of clothing the national government with the power to tax incomes
effectively, both from the point of view of providing for possible
emergencies and also from that of equitable taxation.
The resolution of proposal having been passed by the senate 1)y
a vote of 77 to 0, then went to the house, where it was voted by an
overwhelming majority on July 28, and thereupon went to the states,
with the result that. congress now lost all control over it. Notwithstanding this, when nearly six months later Governor Hughes sent
his message to the New" York assembly criticizing the proposal,
Senator Borah introduced a resolution asking g the senate committee
on the judiciary to report on the soundness of the Governor's views;
N. 1. Timles and S. Y.
Of the foregoing quotations, the first five ore taken froa the
The last is from the Dir Papel's (1011), p. 538-541. The
Times, Jsai.
Mississippl,
of
Noel
Governor
of
that
was
to
referred
utterance
single hostile
the question to congress whose meni6. Governor larmon of Ohio was content to leave
thOir states." bId. Governor
bers would never ' pass a law that would cripple or destroycongratulateded
Governpr ughes
Weeks of Connecticut, who was o)posed to the amendment,
Vessey of Soul i Paota
"upon the tone of iis message.' Times, Jan. In8.thegovernor
Jan. 15 p. 88.
of
Dllg'st
Litcrary
is put down as agreeing with Governor Hughes
on the floor of the senate that
Senator Brown, author of flie amendment. declared
not only
governors
have
states
Alabama. Ohio, Virginia, New Jersev, and other amendment, which. If who
adopted, confavor conferring the power but favor the proposed 2245.
I am
mlaa
these
of
manv
For
p.
45.
fers the power." Congresslonal ltecord. vol.
Proctor Fellow In Politics, Princeton University.,
indebted to Mr. Robert A. Mackay,
vol.
Recrrd:
ressionml
C'on
the
of
pages
following
the
84The evidence will be found In
44, pp. 1568-1570. 3334-8345 (President Taft's message), 3877,13900, 4067. 4105-4121,
Brown's
(Senator
0245--247
speech)
438.-4441: vol. 45,,pp. 1094-169. (r. Borh's
views), 2539-2540 (Senator Root's letter to Mir. Davenport of the New York senate).
World of .lan. 7. 1910.
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and meantime proceeded to develop his own theory. In brief, his
argument was this: It could not he the purpose of the clause "fromn
whatever source derived" to vest. congrem with additional powers
of taxation, since that power was already plenary. Tile argument
is self-contradictory ; for if its power of taxation was really plenary,
what additional power of the kind was there with which to vest.
congress? But, as an assertion of fact., the statement is merely preposterous, being "so far from the truth "-to borrow an exPresMn
of Mr. Chesterton's-" as to be exactly the opposite to it.' How.
then, is such an absurd statement in the mouth of a reputable public
man to bo exl)laine!d? One explanation is to he found in Mr. Borah's
quotation of a number of judicial dicta also as,,irting the plenitude
of congress's power in respect. of taxation. It does .not seem to iave
occurred to him to notice that these dicta tke their rise froi 11
ario(l long antecedent to Colletor v. Pay an(l Pol/ock v. 'h
armers' Loan and Trut (om, pany the decisions in which they

thus directly impugn.15 Nor'is his invocation of certain prif.ciples
of " constitutional construction" .)ertinent. unless he means to iml.1.
that these are beyond the reach of constitutional amendment. since,
unlike the original grant of power to congress ; "to lity and collect
taxes," the sixteenth amendment does not employ general terms, )lt,
words 'Which are most. nicely adjusted to the legal problem to be
mot-a i)oit which will i)ecme (,lear in i. moment.
First and last, of the more than four hundred Mehnilers of Congress
who voted to propose the sixteenth amen(lment, I have lind brought
to my notice utterances of just eight dealing with Governior 1-fghes's
message. Senators Borah Bailey, and Root dissented from the Iessage principally on the argument just. examined. Senator Brown
of Nebraska, tle reputed author of the amendiTent. "agreed " with
Mr. Borah, but was "willing to assume -the contrary." Pointing
from any state calling
to congress
out that no proposals had come
of Governor "Hughes's ies'
for a modified proposal in consequence
sage, he said: "It does not follow t hat the amendment should be
rejected; on the contrary, it follows that. it should Io ratified. Biecause under that interpretation all the incomes would be treated
alike." That "the man 'whose income arises from invc.timonts in
state and municipal bonds should he exempt from the income tax."
hie continued, was "on the face of it" a proposition which did not
commend itself. "It. does not. s(qunare witli the doctrine of e(lual
rights. It is hateful to every sense of justice. T, caniiiot he defended
in principle, nor can itbe used suvcossfully, in my judgment, to defevlt
the amendment."

In sort, (imverlnor H[tighes's view

1ught to ihe the

correct one, whether it was or not, and was calculated furthermore to
promote the ratification of the amendment. The house, memhers referred to are on record only in press interviews. They are Mr. Payie
of New York, who, as chairman of the ways and means committee, introduced the amendment into the'house; Mr. Underwood of Alabama.
leading Democratic member of the same committee, Mr. Walter Smith
of tiiiltLOP
A The original source uf th doctrine of t(, plenitude of engress , o
Ia IlijtOt V. U. .. , 3 Deli. 171 (1700). See also Poe. Ins. Co. v. Botle, 7 Will. 438.
to bo taken
obviously
IS
which
Cane,
Pollock
the
In
doctrine
ttn
the
of
on
t
rei
,The
for by the anxiety of the court to demonIn the Plekwldclan sense , I to be accounted
Income taxation by Its holding
mtente thnt It waA tiot de riving congrs of the power of
thfat a tax on incomes omroperty was " dtrect.': See Mr. hlubbard's tellhig eriti.
clsm in hiq article on "The Sixteenth Amendment," In the IltaToard Lw Revcto, vol.
:13, pp. 704--812.
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All of thenI were inclined to
of lowa, and Mr. Sherley of Kentucky.
one, and that it was
correct
think Mr. Hughes's interpretation Ahe

Justipe Van
probably a good thing that such was the case. Does
as
colellliinlfs
his
supports
evidence
this
that
Devantoer really think
to the interlprtation of the sixteenth ani nient? 86

V.
However, the question is not one of fact alone, but. of mixed fMv

and fact so to say. Thus, it is a maxim which has been frequently
applied by the court, that the constitution does not contain useless
language."1 But unless the phrase " from wihatover source derived "
has the operation which Mr. Hughes claimed for it, what operation
does it have? Mr. Root sought to meet this difficulty by ii'ging
tC
o
that the phrase in uestion was "iitrodueed" in order t mnek
clear that incomes firom property as wa'l as thoseY from pe' onjt
service were meantto be covered 'by tle aiiiehidntdnt. The answer
is obvious: the decision in the Pollock Case admits congress' right
to tax the latter kind of incomes without apportionment; so Mr.
Root's contention boils down to the proposition that notwithstanding
its historical relation to the Pollock Case the amendment might have
hrd no effect at all-i-night hav e been a work of supererogation-had
not the phrase "from Wvhatever source derived " een written into it I
A second suggested purpose of the clause inay be disposed of just
as summarily. This is to be found in Chief Justice White's opinion
in the Brushaber Case and consists in the theory that it was the purpose of the amendment to classify all taxes on incomes as "indirect"
by forbidding consideration of the source from which the incomes are
derived. Unquestionably the amendment does forbid the consideration of the source of incomes in connection witl their taxation; indeed, as we shall note in a moment, this is a fact of first importance
in determining the amendment's true operation. But. the notion
that the amendment classifies all income taxes as " indirect " in the
constitutional sense must to-day, in the light of what was said in
Eisner v. Macomber, be abandoned; for it .is there clearly implied
that taxes on incomes derived from property are still to be considered as " direct," although the. necessity for their apportioment
is now at an end.as

The single application of the phrase that eicins is, then, its
literal application-the sixteenth amendment says that congress ma111y
tax incomes " from whatever source (lerived," ilnd it means it! The
phrase, moreover, was admirably chosen to strike at the very roots
of the entire theory of tax exemption, which is that because of thkr
source certain incomes ought to be considered not as private property but as instrumentalities of government. Hence forvard sueh
. 1. World, Jan. 7, 1010.
A h
" See 11w Constiufton of tho U. 9 Anaotated. George Gordon Pay tie, Editor;
The rile
Ihere clte.
Oov't Priting Otco, 1923; at pfges 45-LO. and In casi.
In whicb
is directly applied In C'alder V. Boill, 3 Dali. 886; and in a number of Oases
same
the
with
coinpared
the term "1due process of law" of the fifth amendment Is 0., 0 U. a. 97: l11rtadn
clause of the fourteenth nmeindment. See DatLdont v. N,
v. Calif., 110 U. S 51 ; etc.
SIsChltf Justice White offers no proof of his singular theory of th purpose of the
clause, and his argument for hli4 position involves the iduilW'on that the decision In
the Pollock Case was usurpation of power by the court.
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10 Wheat. 1.
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Vi,
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c riminatory and nondiscriminatory 'taxation of judicial salaries,
ilC11lflOl decision actually exposes the sAlaries of future judicial
bents to special exactions. For while the "judicial independence"
of judges in office at any particular time is bulwarked behind this
decision? that of judges *to be is still left to the merey of congress
and their own fortitude.
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because the amendment does not purport to enlarge congress's power
of taxing income, but because the criterion which had previously

restricted this power and which is now repealed by the amendment,

does not appear in artich: III. It follows of necessity that what

was said in Evans v. Gore about the sixteenth amendment was pure
obiter dictum and without any legal weight whatsoever.
To summarize: (1) Congress has the power to permit state taxation of national securities by nondiscriminatory taxes. (2) On
correct theory, it has always'had the power to "tax incomes from
state and municipal securities by a general income tax. (3) The
sixteenth amendment restores that power by striking down the
judicial theory whereby such incomes came to be exempted. Congress may tax incomes from whatever source derived. The words
of the amendment are perfectly explicit and the sense of them could
not be made clearer by a dozen constitutional amendments. What
is needed, therefore, 'is not further tinkering with the constitution but. an act of congress assertive of its present powers. Nor
is there any judicial decisionn interpretative of the sixteenth amendment which stands in the wRy of such an assertion of power. Yet
even if it were otherwise, that should not deter congress from taking the proper steps. to secure a reconsideration of so important
a question. In the words of the historian of the constitution:
"It is the constitution which is the law, and not even the past

decisions of the court upon it. . . . To the decision of an underlying question of constitutional law no . . . finality attaches.

To endure it must be right." 4
It, only remains to indicate briefly the form that congress's action
should take. This action would )e homsed on tlh fundamental l)remise
that public securities in the hands of private perSOns are private
property and that the income from such securities is private income.
On the one hand, therefore, congress should subject all future issues
of national securities, as well as the incomes therefrom, to the unimpeded operation of the general nondiscriminatory tax laws of the
states, and, on the other hand, claim a like operation for the national
leone tax upon the incomes from all future state and municipal
issues. That is to say, the act should be reciprocal as between the
national government and the states, and it should respect existing
vested ri ghts and moral obligations. To be sure, it may be argued

that expectations growing out of an attempt to evade taxation are.
not entitled to much respect, vet the answer is plain: the evasion was
one which the law itself allowed, and indeed promoted: wherefore it
would be most imprudent to ask the court to disappoint such expectato cry over spilt milk if only
tions. And, anyway, there is no needwill
be'spilt."
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THE DOCTRINE OF TAX EXEMPTION.,

Prior to the adoption of the incoeic tax amendment in 1913.
Congress was forbidden to tax municipal securities either directly or
indirectly under the guise of an income tax.' The decisions which
led up t) this conclusion of the courts are among the most important to be found in tie. reports. Whether they are right or wrong,
these. decisions follow such an undeviating course that the conclusion
which they reach must be accepted as settled law unless it has been
ovrruled'by the sixteenth amendment.
2
They begin with the case of MCdloek v. Maryland, decided
over a century ago, and continue down through the income tax
decisions of 1895 even into our own (lay. In the McCulloch Case it
was de',ided, among other things, that a state may not tax a bank
chairtered as an instrumentality of the Federal Government. This
decision, which has been reaflirmed in other similar cases, was
followed )y others in which it was held that the state governments
and their municipal subdivisions may not tax the securities of the
United States, or the property or revenue of the United State-s, or
the emoluments of federal oflcers. 8 These decisions and numerous
dicta simply carry out the general theory that the state governments are totally'lacking in the power to control federal instrimentalities, and that the only way in which such control can be
prevented is by the complete denial of the state's power to tax or
otherwise interfere with such instrumentalities.
"The sovereignty of a state extends," says Marshall, " to everything which exists by its own authorit-y, or is introduced by its
permission; but does 'it extend to those means which are employed
by Congress to carry into execution powe0s conferred on that body
by the people of the United States? We think it demonstrable that
it does not," 4
At, a later date, when the danger was no longer that the states
would destroy the union, but rather that the states themselves
would be totally submerged and wiped out. of existence by the torrential flow of federal power, the court was compelled to develop
1"Municipal securities"will be understood to include all securities whether In the
forum of bonds, certificates of Indebtedness, or some other form. Issued by the State
governments or their municipal subdivisions.
'(1819) 4 Wheat. (U. 5.) 31. 4 ,. Ed. 570.
sOsborn v. Rank of the Unfted States (1824, 9 Wheat. (U. S.). 788. 6 I,. PA. 204
rel. Rank
11'cstos v. Oharleston (1829). 2 Pet. (IT. 8.) 449 7 L. Pd. 481; Pop t' ex 17
G. Ed.
f Comnierce v. ty and County of New York (1A62), 2 Black (U. 8.' 620,
d.
845, 6
Ed.
29
151
S.
U.
451. Van Brocklin v. State of Tenossee (1880). 117
S. ,R. 670: ,obbins v. Voitnnisslonrs of lrie (Tomtt (1824), 16 Pet. (17. 8.) 435.
10 L. Ed. 1022.
. S 310, 429, 4 ,. Ed. 579.
.4 JtcCuliooh v. Maryland (1819), 4 Wheat.
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Tie
mental instrinentalities of the states and their municipalities.
principle is nowhere stated in the constitution in Fo many words, but
in the. words of Marshall the first part of it "so entirely pervades
the constitution, is so intermixed with the materials which compose
it., so interwoven with its web, so blended with its texture, as to be
incapable of being separated from it, without rending it. into
shreds,110 whereas the second part of it has been developed by the
judges since the Civil War as a necessary corollary of the first. ' The
whole rule has, in fact, become an established maxim of American
constitutional law.
THI, INCOME-TAX DECISIONS OF 1895.
The principle which we have just been discussing hIs never given
rise to any important controversy until very recent years. The
)ublic at large have thought little of it, and no political party has
demanded its modification. It has been accepted almost unive6sally
and without serious question that. the state and federal ,overnments
should not tax each other. Entirely different was the reception
accorded to the income-tax decision of 1895 as to the taxation of
incomes generally.
During the Civil War and for some years, thereafter the govermnent 'levied an income tax and (derived a considerable revenue
therefrom. No one questioned the power of the government te levy
such a tax, but a number of years after the war question was raiR.d
whether an income tax is not a direct tax which, under the constitution, miwt be. apportioned among the states according to'population."
The constitution provides that "representatives and direct taxes shall

le apportioned among the several states

..

according to their

respective numbers" as determined by the census ; that "no capitation
or other direct tax shall be laid, unless in proportion to the census
or enumeration hereinhefore directed to be taken:" and that "all
duties, imposts, and excises shall be uniform throughout the United
Since the income tax at that time was being levied uniStates.'"

formly, the litigant hoped to prove, the act invalid by demonsrating
that it was a direct tax which should have been apportioned. ,The
Supreme Court refused to take this view. It held that there were
only two types of direct taxes, namely capitation taxes and taxes onit
real estate: An income tax was held to be an excise or duty which
iited States.
was proper to levy uniformly throughout the U

After the country had gone. some years without an income tax,a
Congress in 1894 again passed an act for the imposition of such
tax, and again by the rule of uniformity. This act was immediately
attacked by most able counsel on behalf of a loan and trust com'[The chief contention of the plaintiff was that the tax upon
)any."
the income from real and personal property was a direct. tax just as

much as if the tax had been laid upon the real estate or personala
property directly, While it was agreed among the judges that

tax upon salaries and business profits would be an indirect tax,
(U. 8.) 310, 424, 4 L. Ed, 571).
Iolfctulloch v. laryhlnd. (1811). 4 Wheat.
60, '26 . Ed, 253.
102 U. 5S.
11Springer.v. United States 2(1881).
per. 4,; and see. 8, par. 1.
9,
par. 3 ; see.
29Constitution, art'. 1. se.
isPolock v. Farmers' Loan and Trust Co. t18951, 167 U. S. 29, 39 L. Ed. 759, 15
. C . 073. 158 T', 8. 601, 30 L. Ed. 1103, 15.8. L. It. 912.
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subject to tle rule of uniformity, it was finally held 11pon the second
hearing of the case, five 'udges concurring against four dissenting.
uit-st
that, a tax upon income rim property is a direct tax which
be0 aportioned according to population. Tl'his decision, which was

a reversal of the earlier ruling of the court, invalidatedactcertain
inopessential portions of the income-tax law an1d 1made the wilolo
was the aroii,-

erative. One colmequence of this ro'ersal of position
the
ing of a great deal of adverse criticism of the court thlhiit.0iot
ceounItry.
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, capital ' New York state, with tell million
0,000,000. Minliesota, with two and a third million, wouhl pay
of diffeorabout $11,500,000, and s) Oil through the states. Because according
incoiles
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distributionn
ences in total income and in the
to size, there would have to be a different income tax rate schedule
he rate would be relatively
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taxes in 1921-22 of over $625,000,000. rihe people of Minnesota
as much.
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than everi attractive to the wealthy people of the count.ry.
TIlE SIXTEENTH AMENDMENT.

in
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such iatax as a means of making the wealthy pay their proportionate
share of tile national taxation, but at first little progress was made.
In 1907 a business panic was followed by dep session. With the
diminution of business, the tariff revenues declined. When President
Taft took office in 1909 the treasury faced a deficit of approximately
one hundred million dollars. 'The president therefore called Congress in special session in March to revise the tariff and to provide
revenue to cover the deficit. In his first address lie recommended the
4
%
imposition of tin inhler-itancee tax its a source of additional re vIIIe.a'

Democratic and insurgent Republican members of Congres were
not content with these miesures. 'liey proceeded to add to the tariff
bill an amendment to prvide for it uniform income tax. It was their
expectation that the measure, would be attacked as unconstitutional,
but with the changed membership of the supreme court. they hoped
for a reversal of the decision of 1895.
Under these circunstances the president delivered a special mosage to Congress.18 For immediate revenue purposes le now. irged
the position of an excise tax on corporations.
lax hi) said:

As to the income

Although 1 llve not considered itl mstitttiollill Itlt110llllt.1ll 11$11tIeesslary
to the exercise of certain Iiiiases of this power, i twiture eonsideratiou has
sat Istied lie thal a) iuaeiuhiiient is the only proper course for Its establishment
that hoth hOttses,
to Its full exelnt. I thorefore retmomietiid to hw (ongqse
vote, slnll iprorpoj fillanint iloileit to tlie iolltit ittlon C6l11)y it two-th1irh
ftrrlng tile( power to hwy III) incolue tax IlRoli tho utillolill go\'ertinelpnt without
apportimoiment aniong the states In proportion to population.
He urged Congress not to rii',niet the income tax

law previously

declared unconstitutional.
For the Congress to assume tiat the court will reverse Itself, nid to enact

legislation ioi such an a.issiuption, will not strengihen popullar confidence In
tie stability of Judicial construction of the constitution.

Previous to President, Taft's special message, Senator Brown of
Nebraska had offered a resolution for a constitutional amendment

to the effect that " The Congress shall have power to lay and collect
taxes on incomes and inheritances." Up on being informed in debate that Congress already had both of the powers in question, and
that is was oly the rule of apportionment which stood in the way of
federal income taxation, lie offered, a fev days later, a second resolution which read that)"rie Congress shall have power to lay and
collect direct taxes on incomes without apportionment among the

several states according to population." I Not long afterwards
there emerged from the Senate committee on finance, of which
Senator Aldrich of Rhode Island was chairman, a resolution for a

constitutional amnendlment, reading: 1

'T'he Congroem slhatll have power to laY vtid collect ttmes on itieonpOs, from
aniong the severailI states,
without ,ajportionmlent
sollrve
derived,
whatever
too anI.%* venlslw
eintmenratiho .
mtiti witllmul
l'tegil'ra

In this forn the amendment passed both houses and was submitted to the states. The action of Congress upon it was indeed a
ong. [IN., March 4, 1009, p.4
A. 4
I44 Cong. Ree., June 10, 1009.
,044 Cong. 1ee., pp. 15%, 1608, 37.
1444

"V44 Cong.

ice., p. 39W
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curious proceeding. '" Here was fa proposed constitutional amieldinent, destined as it proved to be the first one adopted in over forty
years. The chief proponents of the measure were men who had
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state legislature.23 It was his conclusion that the amendment would
not "in any degree whatever * * * enlarge the taxing power of
the national government" or "have any effect except to relieve the
exercise of that taxing power from the requirement that the tax
shall be apportioned among the several states. The effect of the
amendment will be, in my view, the same as if it said, 'The United
States may levy a tax on incomes without apportioning the tax, and
this shall be applicable whatever the source of the income subjected
to the tax,' leaving the question 'What incomes are subject to national taxation?' to be determined by the same principles and rules
which are now applicable to the determination of that question."
No one arose in either house to dispute this view, although Mr.
Borah spoke at length in the Senate and the letter written by Mr.
Root was spread at large upon the Record. When we couple this
fact with the negative testimony of the debates at the time of the
proposal of the amendment, we have not complete proof of the intention of Congress in proposing the amendment, but at least very good
grounds for a, controlling presumption.
VIEWS OF THE BROAD CONSTRUCTIONISTS.

In the interpretation of the sixteenth amendment there are two
outstanding dinIiculties. One is that the amendment takes the form
of a substantive grant of power to Congress. The second is em.
bodied in the words "from whatever source derived." The amend
ment seems, in other words, to grant to Congre.s a power not pre
ously possessed, to tax incomes, and to tax them from whatever
source they may be derived. This plausible view is rendered the
more natural when we recall that the income tax case of 1895 raised
both the question of apportionment of the tax and the question of
the power of Congress to tax the income from municipal bonds. It
may be reasoned, therefore, that the amendment was designed to
surmount at one stride both the supposed obstacles to income taxation discussed in that case.
The latter view is ably presented in an article by Professor Henry
Rottschaefer in the Minnesota Law Review." The bases upon which
his argument rests are as follows: Fir8t. Prior to 1913 there was
a double defect in the federal power to levy income taxes. On the
one hand Congress had no power to tax te income of municipal
bonds, and on the other hand it was required to follow the rule of
apportionment instead of the rule of uniformity in taxing the income derived from property. Second. Unlike other federal amendments, the income tax provision takes the form of a grant of power
to Congress. Third. Literally construed the amendment grants
Congress the power to levy taxes upon incomes from whatever source
derived, and to levy them without apportionment among the states
according to population. It serves thus to overcome both of the
previous defects in the power of Congress to tax incomes. Fourth.
Where the literal meaning is so obvious, and where the language
serves so well to remedy a prefxisting evil, it is unnecessary and improper to study 'other evidences as to the motives and intent of the
245 Cong. nee., March 1. 1010. ,% 2530-.40.
N8 Minnesota Law Review 112-i -.
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THE OFFICIAL VIEW.
Giving all (hi, consideration to the eminent authorities who as,,rt
l l pr-esent powur of Congiess to tax the income. of municipal bonds,
it imust be said that. tie weight. of opinion is against them. Congress
itself has from the - ,ist seemed to assume that its power does not
t'Xi('nld so far.", lVien diirin the war when, if ever. the national
goverIiiIneflt Stood in dire need of a Copious revenue, and when one
revenue tict was actually drawn to subject such incomes to taxation,
so great ws the doubt upon this point that this provision was finally
'I'hle misgivings as to the possession of this power have
oluiittte(.been expressed both in debate and in committee reports, and more
recently by the proposal, which passed one house of Congress in 1028

and is now again before that body, of a resolution for a constitutional
a itienduient to authorize the 'taxation in question.' President
is needed, and
I larding also held the view that a new amendment.
0 It is ,unnecessary.
I'rosidelnt Coolidge holds the same position.
iierlntlps, to call attention to the attitude of the tr-easury department. 2
Tiis practical construction of the constitution may not be ignored.
It began with the first Congress and the first administration
which- took office after the adoption of the amendment anti has continued without change down to the present tine.
Because Congress, doubting its own power, has failed to enact
a law to make municipal-bond interest taxable as income, it has
been impossible for the Supreme Court. to pass directly upon the
question. We are not, however, without clues as to the probable
attitude of the judges. In a number of decisions, where it has
been called upon to interpret and to apply the income tax amendment, the Supreme Court has asserted in dicta that it was not
the intention of the amendment to enlarge the scope of th federal taxing power or to extend that 'power to subjects formerly
exempt from taxation, but that its purpose was merely to change
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the law as to the apportionment of income taxes. In the leading
case upon the amendment 'Chief Justice White said:
to confer power
It-is clear on the face of its text that it does not purport
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to levy income taxes in a generic sense-an authority
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lieve all income taxes when imposed from apportionment from a consideration of the source whence the income was derived."
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is traceable to this source and not to the sixteenth amendment. The
two must be read together, the one as conferring the power and the
other as determining the manner in which the power may be exercised. But the substantive power to tax incomes: as well as tho
by an unbroken
power to tax other subjects has for many y 'ars
line of decisions been held to be subject to the limitation that the
federal Government may not tax the instrumentalities of the states.
A tax upon the income derived from government bonds has been
hold with unimpeachable logic to be equivalent to a tax upon the
government directly."
What the income tax amendment does, and does very effectively,
as all agree who have studied the question, is to abolish the requirement created by the decision in the Pololck Case of apportioning the
tax upon income derived from property qmong the states according
to population. The gist of the amendment is this:
The Congress shall have power to lay and, collect taxes on incomes
without apportionment among the several states, and without regard to any
census or evunieratlon.

The form of the amendment clearly indicates that this is the essence of the whole proposition.
But the .question stil[ remains, Does not the amendment do more
than this? This brings us to the second difficulty, namely the meaning of the elliptical clause, "from whatever source derived," Which
is inserted parenthetically in the middle of the sentence. It should
be noted that the sentence is entirely complete without it. -Pdeed,
as originally drafted the amendment contained no such phraseology.
The words in question were inserted, as explained by one who had
that all legal income
reason to know to make awsurance doubly sure 88
taxes might be levied by the rule of uniformity. After tTe PollocA
Case decision the law seemed to require that taxes upon the income
from salaries, business .profits, and other income not arising from
property, should be levied uniformly, whereas taxes upon the income from property would have to b levied according to the rul of
apportionment. To the writer it would seem that the words in question might well have been omitted, that they are a mere work of
superogation. Or, if it was deemed necessary to put them in, it might
have been better to have said," from whatever legaUy tIma lo source
derived," for this, according to Mr. Root, was the intention. In other
words, the term whatever" has reference only, to those sources of
income which were formerly taxable, by the federal government. _It is our purpose, however, not to show how the amendment might
have been nore clearly drafted, but to try find its meaning as it is.
Do the four' words, !' from whatever source derivedil emppowor Cogress to tax the income of .municipal bondsI., The exemption of, fed,-

eral instrumentalities from state taxation, and of state instrumentalitax
1I'"rtoa v. V0harlee(to (1820), 2 'et. (U, S.) 44k 7, 4 FA. 40l. "The riglt
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.
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isSee senator Root's letter In 45 Cong. Rec., March 1, 1910, pp. 2539-40.
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ties,from federal taxation, is a rule which lies at the very foumlittion 6f our federal system. Perhaps we should have had an equal 1
good system of government if the judges had never insisted ipon this
corhplete separation between the two authorities, but the fact is that
our law has developed in this way. The importance of this separation
has been stressed by the Supreme Court time and again, from Marshall's day to the present. Are we to suppose that the Congress. with'out discussion of the question, by the clumsy use of four words in the
middle of an amendment designed apparently for a differeu4 purpose,
intended to introduce a change of so tremendous significance?
By the ordinary principles of legal draftsmanship a change so
important would seem to require at least a separate sentence, and some
separate consideration. It could hardly be effected by mere inadvertoece. New and fundamental powers are not usually conferred by a
single phrase found in provision having a different purpose. A single
simple sentence usually accomplishes only one object. It is interesting in this connection td note that those who assert that this onesentence amendment accomplishes two objects, usually construe it
as if it were two sentences, or two practically coordinate clauses,
reading substantially as follows: "The Congress shall have Power to
lay and collect taxes on incomes from whatever source derived. Such
taxps may be laid without apportionment among the several states,
and without regard to any census or enumeration." They omit even
to note the parenthetical position of the words "fromii whatever
source derived," which in the amendment are entirely set off by coinAnother objection to the broad interpretation is that once accepted,
it Way be extended almost indefinitely. It can be maAe to apply not
only to income from municipal securities, but to all income 'from
salaries and wages paid by state and local governments to their officers
and employees. It can be made to apply to pensions, to bonuses, and
to 0ll other forms of payment by state and local governments to individuals. It need hardly stop there. The principle of taxation at
,the source may be applied, the federal government ordering the states
and municipalities to withhold a portion of the salaries and wages,
and possibly even of contractual interest payments, and to pay these
sums directly to the federal government. Indeed it might be. sig'gested that if the intention of Congress in proposing the amendment
and of the states in adopting it is to be ignores, and if we are notato
seek in history the meaning of the provision, the very "incomes"
or revenues of the state and municipal governments as such might,
inder abroad interpretation, become directly taxable by the federal
-government. The sixteenth amendment does not specify "personal
incomes" as being alone taxable, and there have been cases where a
federal tax has impinged with substantial directness upon municipal
revenues.8
'The power to tax is still the power to destroy. If Congress has
the power to tav the income from municipal bonds and the salaries of
stateand municipal employees, it might, by classifying incomes into
earned"1 and "unearned," by raising some rates and lowering
others, by the addition of surtaxes, and by other devices, put direct
burdens upon the operations of State and local governments. The
0 Upifted

Stote* . Raflroatl Co. (1873). 17 Wall. (U.S.) 322, 21 L.FA. 597.
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argument that this will not be done in fact is one which the court
refused to consider in the case of McCulloch v. Mlayland as well "'s
in subsequent cases. 40 It is the existence of the, power which is obnoxious to the constitution, and not a particular method of exercisinf the power.
There are still other objections to it broad construction of the
amendment. If taken broadly and literally, it, would seem to authorize the impairment of the obligation of contracts. All municipal
bonds sold after the income-tax decisions of 1895 certainly could
have been taken by the purchasers on the faith that the income therefrom was exempt from federal taxation. The state and municipal
governments had the legal right to certify that tax exemption wal,
one of the privileges attaching to their securities. The. taxation of
bonds tinder such circumstances, it liris been held, operates (lirectly',
upon the contract." The buyer of a tax-exemiptbon( p)ayssoniethig
for the exemption privilege in the form of lessened interest, or interest foregone. Surely Congress and the state legislatures did not
connive at the passing of an amendment to the constitution to impair existing contractual obligations l This, it has been held in a
similar situation, would be "so inconsistent with the "honor and
should not be predignity of the United States that such an intentrequiring
it." " But
sumed without the clearest legislative language
there are no words in the amendment which in any way recognize
such contractual rights or guarantee against the taxation of the.
interest income of such previous buyers in good faith. The presumption musf be that the taxation of such income was not intended.
It is interesting to note in this connection how careful the framers
of the proposed-new amendment have been to protect the constractual
rights of those who buy municipal bonds before, the amendment
takes'effect."

Another consideration is perhaps not unworthy of mention. What
the amendment authorizes Congress to do is to lay and collect
"taxes " on incomes in a. certain manner. What are taxes? Is it
too far-fetched to suggest that if the federal government should attempt to levy a charge directly upon the state and municipal governments as such, it'would not be a tax at all, but a forced contribution
of wholly arbitrary character? IS it not proper to construe the decisions upon this point from McCulloch v. Maryland down to date
as holding in effect. that such levies do not come under the designation of taxesI" This does not seem to have been said in so many
words, yet this is the result, for in all the cases the courts assert the
complete and "plenary" power of "taxation" of both the state and
federal governments, but at the same time deny the power to levy
"UPal e tel.
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I" See note 48 for the proposed amendment. Of course the federal government Itself
of the constitution to impair the obligation of conis not forbidden by express language
that an act of Congress or even
tracts, but at the same time it is not to e presumedpb~ut
an Impairment. If poaIble a
a constitutional amendment is Intended to bring which Will
sUch a result.
svoid
usp
language
the
construction should be given to
idea of one government -taxing
definitions of taxation do not Include the private
t
upon proprty
corporatlonlA,
and
persons
natural
Taxes impinge upon
anoth
and business, upon privileges or franchises and income, but not upon government t as
such.
In noe3,sp.
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the contributions in question. : If this be so as to a direct levy, it is
almost as true of a charge upon incomes derived from either the
state or federal government, or such a charge would react directly
upon the paying' authority.
There is, finalTy, a very real objection to the position of the broad
constructionists in their refusal to consider the intent of the framers
of the amendment, and of those who adopted it, as having any bearing upon the question. They take the view that the meaning of the
amendment is so entirely clear upon the face of it that it is improper
to resort to the evidences as to intent. When all three branches of
the federal government seem to be united in holding a narrow view
of the powers conferred by the amendment, it is alittle difficult to
understand how it can be said that the opposite construction is so
clearly the right one that it could not be made clearer. In fact, there
is actual doubt as to the meaning of the words, although the official
view is that of narrow construction.
* But' it is suggested that we should approach the question without
preconceptions. It may be true that a man from Mars, or an average
constitutional history
nothing about the the
uninformed citizen, knowingother
constitution, upon
provisions of
of the country, or about the
being handed .a slip of paper containing only the sixteenth amendment, would probably say that it constituted a grant of power to
Congress to tax incomes; and that the words "from whatever source
derived" would seem to authorize the taxation of all sorts of incomes,
including an income from municipal bonds. Likewise, it has been
the experience of the writer with beg'nning classes in American government that they always assert, and with almost perfect assurance,
that the fifth amendment prohibits the states from dispensing. with
the grand jury, in criminal cass; that the term " ex post facto law"
in article I, section 9, means any law passed with reference to an act
previously committed; and that the, two-thirds vote required by
article V for the submission of constitutional amendments means twothirds of all the members of each house.
It is,-of course, entirely improper to pick out a single provision of
a constitution and to construe itly itself. ,without reference to other
partolof the document.,, ft is equally unjustifiable to take the bare,
words and to construe them with an uncompromising literality. To
do so is to make language not the servant but the master of the will.,
It ceases to be the tool and' becomes the workman. When the letter is
thr law the people become the victims of the unskilled draftsman and
the careless copyist. We do not put mere grammarians and lexi-,
cographers upon the bench any more than we submit questions of constitutmonal construction to the uninformed. Constitutional questions
are submitted to courts consisting of judges who are supposed to'
know something of law and history, not excluding the history of the
constitution. The more learned they are, the more previous knowledge they have, the greater is our confidence in them. Indeed, in'the
long run under our system of government, it is the judges who are
the ,ministers of the constitution, "not of the letter but ol the spirit .
for the letter killeth but the spirit giveth life." They are supposed,
to know the intent of the framers and the spirit of the document as a
whole and to apply this knowledge in interpreting the meaning of the,
words.

,
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There is, then, a doubt as to the meaning, not perhaps of this
amendment taken by itself without regard to other provisions, but of
this provision when read, as it should be, in connection with the rest
of the constitution and as to the interpretation to be placed upon the
instrument as a whole, including this amendment. The instrument
must be construed as a whole, and it must be given a practical construction which will give due weight to all its parts.
Little is gained by the citation of rules of constitutional construction. It would be impossible to harmonize all the different dicta of
the court upon this point. We know that in practice the judges do
study the history of the constituion, the reasons for its adoption, the
debates at the time of its adoption, and even the opinions of contemporaries as to its meaning and purpose. Not only is this done in
practice but the judges assert that it is proper to follow this course.4s
Perhaps a leading digest of the law is not far wrong when it summarizes the rules upon this point as follows:
The fundamental purpose In construing a constitutional provision Is to ascertain and give effect tq the intent of the framers and of the people who adopted
it. The court, therefore, should constantly keep In mind the object sought to be
accomplished by its adoption and the evils. if any, sought to be prevented or
remedied."'

This rule, if it be sound, probably applies as much to amendments
as to the original document and is particularly applicable where there
is doubt as to the meaning of one provision when construed in conjunction with another. The opportunity has not yet arisen for the
court to pass directly upon the question discussed in this paper, but
other questions touching upon the sixteenth amendment have arisen.
In deciding these questions the judges have resorted, and that very
properly, to the history of the amendment, to the necessities which
gave it birth, and to the records which exist as to the purpose of the
framers and of those who adopted it. Let it not be thought that they
have read merely the printed page in this connection, nor that they
are required to restrict themselves to that sort of evidence. The
judges who have rendered the decisions thus far upon this amendment
are men who lived through the period of agitation for it and of its
adoption. Not improperly perhaps, they have called upon their own
knowledge of what took place and of the reasons why it took place
No doubt they have agreed with Mr. Root that the question of taxexempt securities was not a serious evil at the time the amendment
was proposed, and that it was not intended to change the law upon
that point. Perhaps they have been mistaken as to the facts. That
may very well be, but the evidence adduced up to the present time to
prove that Congress and the state legislatures intended to make the
income from47municipal bonds taxable by the federal government is
very meager.
From what has been said it must follow that we can not speak
with absolute assurance and finality upon the question at issue. At
'" It, from the imperfection of human language, there should be serious doubts respect.
ing the extent of any given power, it is a well.settled rule that the objects for which It
was given especially when those objects are expressed in the Instrument Itself, should
Marsh all, C. .1,In Oibboae Y. OdM (824).
have greaki influence In the construction.'
azaV.Gr
(1920), 253U..2,6
6 L. Ed. 23. See als
(U. 5.) ~1,
9 Wheat.
L. Ed. 887, 40 . C. R. 550.
"T 12 C. J. 700 (Const. Law 1 43). See also the cases there cited.
, The best collections of evidences on this point will be found in Evans v. Go e,
(1920) 253 U. S. 245,64 L. Ed. 887, 40 S. C. R. 550; and in Corwin, Constitutiosis Tax
exemption, uppl. 13 Nat. Mun. Rev. 59-62.
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the same time the official or strict construction of the sixteenth

amendment appears to be the sound one. It is preferable to the
other view because it considers the constitution as a whole, it is not
misled by the more form of the amendment into a disregard of Its
substance, it conforms to the generally held opinion as to -the intention of those- who framed the provision, it does not open the door
to such obnoxious results as the impairment of their obligation of
contracts, and it preserves the fundamental rule of our constitutional jurisprudence that the federal government may not tax
the governmental instrumentalities of the states This view is,
therefore, adequately supported by reason. It is also buttressed

by the weight of opinion and by a long-continued practical constiction. *o change the accepted interpretation 48 at this late date
would seem to require a new constitutional amendment de ling
expressly with the subject.

It passed the lower house
48 Such an amendment was submitted to the last Congres.
with the requisite two-thirds majority and was rLcommended for passage In the Senate,
same amendment Is now
it.
The
upon
vote
a
to
reach
unable
was
body
latter
but the
again before Congress but has failed by a small margin to pass the House of Representafollows:
as
reads
It
•tives.
. "Section 1. The United States shall have power to lay and collect taxes on income
derived from securities issued, after the ratification of this article, by or under the
authority of any state, but without discrimination against income derived from such
seurities and in favor of income derived from securities after the ratification of this
by or under the authority of the United States or any other states.
articih,
, "SeCtion 2. Each state shall have power to lay and collect taxes on income derived by
the
Its residents from securities issued, after the ratification of this article, by or underfrom
against Income derived
authority of the United States: but without discrimination
rAtifli
the
after
Issued,
securLies,
from
derived
such securities and in favor of income
cation of this article byv or under the authority of such state," H. . les. 314. 67th
Cong.. 4th Sees., 192A; LI. J. Res. 1 and 180, 68th Cong., 1st Seas., 1923.
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Many laymen and not a few lawyers are finding it hard to believe
that the sixteenth amendment does not vest in the Federal Government power to tax income from State and municipal bonds. Certainly there is. no exclusion of such income in the comprehensive
words: "The Congress shall have power to lay. and collect taxes on
incomes, from Whatever source derived, without apportionment
among the several States, and without regard to any census or
enumeration." What could be broader than the description "Income
from whatever source derived?" Yet the Supreme Court has held
that income from certain sources is not taxable by the Federal Government. It has given the plainest intimation that such exempt
income includes interest from State and municipal bonds. Apparently, therefore, in the mind of the Supreme Court the sixteenth
amendment does not mean what it says. It says that Congress
may tax income from whatever source derived, but it does n6t
mean this. The'phrase "from whatever source" relates not to the
power to tax, but to the requirement that certain Federal taxes
must be apportioned among the States according to their respective
populations. The amendment, therefore, moans merely that a tax
on income from whatever source derived is immune from the requirement of apportionment. This still leaves the question whetherr
income from any given source is taxable at all-a question which
depends for its answer on considerations wholly dehors the sixteenth
amendment.
The case in which this interpretation of the sixteenth amendment
stands as a square decision of the court is Evans v. Gore (1920),
253 U. S. 245. This holds that the salary of a Federal judge is
"diminished" by forced inclusion in his income-tax return and that
therefore such inclusion is inhibited by the constitutional provision
that the judges shall "receive for their services, a compensation
which shall not be diminished during their continuance in office."
This decision that taxation is diminution of compensation is open
to serious question. It might reasonably be so regarded if judicial
-compensation were taxed more heavily than other income, but it
seems sensible to say that a tax burden imposed on all earnings
without discrimination is not a reduction of them but a burden
based merely on ability to pay, Be this as It may, it does not
concern us here. Our present interest is confined to the further
holding in Evans v. Gore that this inhibition against diminution by
,taxation, extracted by inference from the clause in the original
89
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Constitution, is in no way relaxed or modified by the apparent
grant in the sixteenth amendment of power to levy a tax on incomes
rom whatever source derived. This further holding was essential
'to the decision reached by the court, once it had made up its mind
that taxation is diminution. The holding, therefore, can not be
dismissed as obiter dictum as may the declarations to the same
effect in earlier Supreme Court opinions,
TilE FIRST .INTERPRETATION.

'These earlier (leclarations are quoted at length in Mr. Justice
Van Dovanter's opinion in Evans v. Gore. They begin with the one
of Chief Justice White in Brushaber t. Union Pacific R. Co. (1916),
240 U. S. 1. This was the first case involving the scopeoand meaning
of the sixteenth amendment. To understand its lucubrations on this
topic, we must first note its interpretation of Pollock v. Farmers
Loan& Trust Co. (1895), 157 U. S. 429, 158 U. S. 601. This was the
geat case that subjected an income tax to the requirement that
direct taxes be apportioned among the States. It declaredd that a tax
on income is in substance a tax on the source from which the income
is derived. From this followed the corollary that a tax on income is a
direct or an indirect t-ax according as a tax on the source thereof
would be direct or indirect. Then came the conclusion that since a
tax on real or personal property is a direct tax, a tax on income from
real or personal property is a 'direct tax and therefore one that can
be levied by the FederalGovernment only upon compliance with the
constitutional prescription of apportionlnent. Since the income tax
in question was not an apportioned tax, it, was held invalid to the
extent that. it laid hold of income derived from property. The tax
on income from business or labor was found to le inseparablo from
that on income from property. Without. deciding whether the former
tax was direct or not, the court held that it failed with the failure of
the rest from which it was inseparable.
Such was the theory and such the result of the Iollock case. In
stating them in the Brushaber case Chief Justice White paraphrases
and elaborates and embroiders as follows:
Coming to consider the validity of the tax from this point of view, while nlot
questioning at all that in common understanding it was direct merely on income
and only Indirect on property, it was held that, considering the substancq,of
things, it was direct on property in the constitutional sense, since to burden"An
Income by a tax Was, from the poix4 of substance to burden the property from
which the income was derived, and thus accomplish the very thing which the

provision as to apportionment of direct taxes was to prevent.

As this conclu-

sion but enforced a regulation as to the mode of exercising power under particular
circumstances it diu not in any way dispute the all.embracing taxing authority
iongressncluding necessarily therein the power to impose Income
possegsed by

taxes if only they conformedl to the constitutional regulations which were applicable to thom,
,'Moreover in-addition, the conclusion reached in the Pollock c6o did not, in

any degree Involve holding that Income taxes genoilcally and nepessarilv cam6
withihTthe class of direct taxes on property, but., on the contrary, reogiiied the
fact that taxation on income was in its nature an excise entitled to be 'enforced

a$.suoh

less and until it was concluded that to enforce it would

amount to

Wqrenent
as to apportionment f dircct
Icvompsihng the result wlich the r
ta ati n ws adopted to preventt, In which ca'e't)& duty would arise to disrogard
form 4ayid "nsider ,6btance aloyme aiid hnc '4iibjeet the tax to th6'iegulation
aa to apportionmentwhoh otherwise as an e,.eise would not 'apply to it..
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This interpretation, boing'interpeted, moans that the theory of the
Pollock case was that, although formally and 1genorically all income
taxes are excises and therefore indirect taxes, nevrthefess substan,
tially they are direct taxes whenever they amount to the same thing
as taxes on property because of its ownership. Thus the substantial
character of an income tax is made to depend upon ,the "character of
the source from which the income is derived. Hence whether, ah
income tax must be apportioned is likewise madti twd(lopend upon th
source from which the come is derived.

Lagging along after the Pollock ease came the sixteenth amend'
ment say g that Congress may tax incomes, from whatever source
derived,* without apportionment among the States. rho meaning
of these words, as discovered by Chief Justice White in the Brushaber case and as stehe)ted throughI approving quot-ation by Mr.
Justice Van Devanter in Evans v. Gore, is as follows:
It is clear on the face of this text that it does not purport to confer power to
levy Income taxes in a general sense--an authority already possessed and never
questioned-or to limit and distinguish between one kind of Income taxes and
another, but that the whole purpose of the amendment was to relieve all income
taxes when Imposed from apportionment from a consideration of the source
whence the income was derived. Indeed in the light of the history which we
have given and of the decision in the Pollock case, and the ground upon which
the ruling in that case. was based, there is no escape from the conclusion that the
amendment was drawn for the purpose of doing away for the future with the
principle upon which the Pollock case was decided; that is, of determining whether
a tax on income was direct not by a consideration of the burden placed on the
taxed income on which it directly' operated, but by taking into view the burden
which resulted on the property from which the income was derived, since in
express terms the amendment provides that income taxes, from whatever source
the income may be derived, shallnot be subject to the regulation of apportionment.

Put somewhat more briefly, this is to say that the sixteenth amendment did not grant to Congress a power to tax income from whatever
source derived, but merely removed any requirement of apportion,

ing among the States a tax on income, whatever the source from

which the income might be derived. Thus in effect the amendment
forbade'the Supreme Court to look at the source of income in order

to determine the substantial character of an income tax. This
permitted all income.taxes to retain their formal and generic character
of indirect taxes by rendering their substantial character no longer
\important, since no longer was a tax on income from any source
whatever to be subject to the requirement of apportionment.
The intricate ingenuity of these intellectual Involutions is highly
characteristic of the, late Chief Justice. In its own peculiar field "it
takes high rank. We may admire its gymnastic supremacy without
precluding ourselves from pointing out the simple non sequitur of
which it is guilty. The sixteenth amendment may do exactly, what
the Chief Justice says that it xIoes, ild still do also what he implies
that it does not.fl It may remove t'-e requirement of apportionment
from an already possessed power to levy an apportioned tax on income, and it may in. addition grant a substantive power to tax income
from whatever source derived, as it verbally professes to do. It may
nullify the whole of, thePollock ease andnot merely a part of it. t
may nullify. the Pollock ruling that a tax on income from certain
sources must be apportioned' and nullify also the tiirthor!Pollock
ruling that a Federal tax on income from StAte and municipal bonds
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is an unconstitutional interference with the independence of the
States. The Chief Justice points to nothing in te congressional
debates to indicate that the sixteenth amendment was -aimed exclusively at one-half of the Pollock case. On the other hand, in 25
Harvard Law Review, 794, and in 6 American Bar Association
Journal, 202, Mr. Harry Hubbard goes to the debates and finds not a
little evidence here and there that the amendment was aimed to kill
the whole of the Pollock case. Its language contains not the slightest
intimation to the contrary. Clearly the narrow interpretation of
the Chief Justice and his colleagues in the Brushaber case was
dictated not by necessity but by preference.
NO NEED FOR DECISION.

This lack of necessity was twofold. There was no need to give
the narrow interpretation put forth. There was no need to pass on
the issue at all. Chief fJustice White had to work hard to find
reason for saying that the amendment conferred no new power to
tax. The fact that he chose to do so makes his dictum psychologically as significant as if it were explicit decision. It shows that the
court went out of its way to settle a question that had been much
mooted. While the sixteenth amendment was before the New York
Legislature for ratification, Governor Hughes and others opposed
ratification on the ground that the result, of ratifying ,wculd be to
subject the income of State bonds. to Federal taxation. Senator
Root and Professor Seligman put forward a contrary interpretation.
After the amendment had become part of the Constitution, the question of its meaning was still an open one. There can be no doubt
that the roundabout opinion of the Chief Justice in the Brushaber
case was designed to close the debate and to announce positively, if
not clearly, that the amendment in no way affects exemptions "previously obtaining by reason of the judicial'doctrine that neither the
States nor the United States may tax the governmental instrumentalities of the other. Confirmation of this guess from the Brushaber
opinion appeared a month later in Stanton v. Baltic Mining Co.
(1916, 240 U. S. 103), in which the Chief Justice.put forth the caveat:
Mark, of course In saying this we are not here considering a tax not within
the provisions 6f the sixteenth amendment, that is, one In which the regulation
of apportionment or the rule of uniformity is wholly negligible because the tax
Is one entirely beyond the scope of the taxing power of Congress, and where
consequently no authority to impose a burden, either direct or indirect, exists.

This must refer to income taxes, since only income taxes could be
thought to be within the sixteenth amendment. The warning that
some income taxes gained no sanction from the sixteenth amendment
must, in view.of the debate on the question of State securities, be
taken to have been uttered with reference to that question.
EARLY DECISIONS OJNANIMOUS.
6 The interpretations thus early put upon the sixteenth amendment
were reached without dissent. The issue was raised collaterally two
years later in Peck & Co. v. Lowe (1918), 247 U. S. 165, which held
that a Federal tax on the net income from an exporting business is
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not 'a tax on exports. In the 'course of the opinion for an again
unanimous court Mr. Justice Van Devanter observed:.;
The sixteenth Ainciidmn nt, alth6dgh'rereied 6 Inargument :had no IeMl bearing and 'may. be put out of view. As pointed out in reodnt decisions, It dbes not

extend the taxing power to flew or, excepted subjects, but merely. removes all
occasion, which otherwise might exist, for an apportionment among tl~e Staes'Qf

taxes laid binncome, whether It be derived from one sourco'or another.

This again was dictum. The statement was, however,, )ater
quoted or paraphrased in Eisner v. Macoinber (1920), 252 ,. S.. 189,
Ond in Evans v.' Goreprefaced by ,su4 introduction a3 "'we havesp
d
we Rgin held" ad " a4 repeatedly held." .In the latter
aeM4r, Justice Van i)evanter announced,th t' ! aftWr, f rthjer csidoration, wQ adhere to that',yiew,, and laccordingly'huol4dthat thp
40xtcenth amendmentt does not authoriz, or support the ta: in qum,topii." This, as already pointed out, was q'er decision, .snP0
was jncces~ary to the result reached in declaringthe statute ,unconstititional, and since the opposite attitude toward the effect of the
amendment would have eI to the oppooit 'result of. sustain'g lbe

tax.,

Now for the first time we find judicial dissent from this'uniformv
and previously unanimous attitude toward the amendmbnt. WhIl1
Justices H9lri?* and Brandeis thought it. perfectly proper to tax the
salaries of the judges, even without, any aid from the sixteenth
amendment, they added that they thought also that the amendment
set the matter at rest. As Mr. Justice Holmos puts it: '
A second and independent remon why this tax appears to me valid is that even
if I am wrong as to the scope of the original document, the sixteenth amendment
justifies the tax, whatever would have been the law before it was applied. By
that, amendment Congress Is given power to'-"collect taxes on incomes from
whatever source derived." It is true that it goes on "without apportionment
among the several States, and without regard to any census or enumeration,"
and this shows the particular difficulty that led to it. But the only cause of that
"difficulty was an attempt to trace income to its source, and It seems to me that
the amendment was intended to put an end to the cause, and not merely to
'obviate's single result. I do not see how judges can claim an abatement of their
income tax on the ground that an Item In their gros income is'salary when the
power Is given expressly totax Incomes from whatever sourcederived,.

This inability to see that words do not mean what they say seems
somewhat belated. The two dissentients had sat in the Peek case
without any anhounced disapproval of the shackles therein placed
on the sixteenth amendment.- From first to last w( have an unbroken series of warnings that the Supreme Court would not let
Congress, after the amendment, tax any income that was wholly
exempt before.
In the face of this overwhelming evidence, it seems strange that
anyone should have the temerity to advise Congress to go ahead and
tax the income from State securities without waiting for any new
constitutional authorization. ' In the New Repthblic fdr'January 31,
1923, Professor Corwin, 'of Princetoni argues ably thiit -the ont
ought not to have restricted the sepe df the sixteenth Amendflent
an' he givesigood reasons Whvyincome from. state 16lids shtid
never have been held exempt from Federal, tmxtion,'- HihSctttta'tional law isexcellent except in the~singl4 respect that it is 1io the
constitutional law of the Suprme Court of the Unitd iStat f LaM

as Mr. Justice Holmes has told us; sa' p

do in fat." That this'prophecy w& t
92P.83-24----4

'oody'f wh VcurtA will
tserlh~r etageA'utred
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obiter' is n6 longer material now that"dictum has become' decision.
Nor
can the decision oh the salary of d Federiil judg b'deffied applitioflto hqAnc9o frop State securities, as, Mr, Corwin seeks to:do.

1T4e fact that' the two ,exemptions, came originally Ifrom different
'6onstitutional promise gives no warrant for faith that the Suproie
sixteenth' mmndieiktmeahn a graht f power..in one case and not in
f:.-Thb dctrine thhi neithorthb StatM nor the Uhitbd Stites C'an tiix
thetati topet/ti t46Of, th6 other i one f 'the earliest' in, 6p
etitttinMfi' lhw ai i Ono; ihAt fe'er' has9,en disputed. V or9 there
hg? bepn tdsagiemeiV has bee confh~ed 'to 'the i4sueo.h6ther' thb
tA in Omtiofl"o'4 :Is not ', ta on :an ittrumentality 6f gov~hm~nt.::' It, Wa 'indthe' Pollookc ase that the Suprem* -Ceurt Auqiirly
held, that! the Federal Govqfnmnt eati not 'tai the interest paid bn
Stato andfitunloialbondg.,' 'Hre Chief Ptustice Fuller 6bseivdd:
tleir
•it is conte~d~d th athouh tho property or reve )ues qf the t9r
indtrnnentaliliW calf nbt, be taxed, nevertheless the income derivedd rdni Stato,
county, and municipal securities call be taxed. But we think the samile wantof
,PQWO-to t 91 the property 'Or evenues of' the States or their ilitruinont~aitles
r Itooj,,e t x on the .lcolnofrowt~l.r eeurities. aitd jor.,the be
.
%isin
ahal in .Wetqi i, Charlesi.svn by Ched i
WOi, h 1A' ye4fW68
* the contrt t any extent,
ai: "T '
'toi 2Pt. 4490468 h
'when tMade 1 nist opefate upon the power to bofroW befot6 Itla exercised, ahd have
the contract. The extent bf this influence depends: on
9)1zilo)flu~a')ce
oI
tne will of a distant gov9irnot. , To any, ,rtet, however InoqnqiderAblqit
is a burden on the Operaio61s of government t. It may be carried to such an
** ,, The tax on Goverlyniont'atoec is
iextent;4A d Arrest then; entirely.' 0*.

;thoughtby this courtito be atax on the contrAti tax onith power to'borkoW
411oney Oip ,the: erodit: of ,the United States,: hnd consequently to be tepttkfhnit
ito the Constitution,.'". Applying this language to these municipal seuritis, it,is
obvious' -that! taxation Oi, the,, interest therefrom would operate on the power
to borrow.before it exercised, and'would. have' asensiblo influence oi thw p6flItrket,. sld. thatille~axation in t.(eitioit'is a takxon the power of the Stat&'s&ati

tly repnn
tir,instrmentaitesBi and onsequna

t tothepoCtitAti'.

' 1il

stands as jw, . ,Incomefrom State. seouri ties' was exempt :'from
Federal taxation' prior':to- the,;ixteenth iatnendment;' end thef ixt'OP ot , xtead theitaxing. povver to new or
mtlm
toenti,h a
"oeptestbje.s,' ,T)o4 twho desire a-cha e in the situation, will
IdoW~lbpa to,waste flottmoe nlany minor operations, Thefirst step is
.-o, got a zew constitution ametdmentafying,.that the lsixtenth
ere nro, no, deviouss, ways- it, whichhere
that.
'y
i! .Tisi ntto
and there by indirection' the interest from State and municipal
. crtrilutos.owhaVto theRFedeial ise.
.dmad
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State securities in the returns for the Federal income tax. The
wisdom of such an amendment can be supported by exposing the
large elements of unwisdom in the existing constitutional law which
makes an amendment necessary. This unwisdom is due in part to
the fact that our law has had to be made piecemeal, in part to the
fact that income taxes were late in arriving, in part to overemphasis
on political values'to the neglect or the distortion of economic values,
in part perhaps to judicial frailty, The time has now arrived for a
comprehensive treatment of the problem and for the establishment
of the fiscal interrelations of State and Nation on a new basis.
AMENDMENT NECESSARY.

Any comprehensive survey will discover at once that the unwisdom
in the immunity of State securities from Federal taxation is part and
parcel of the wisdom or unwisdom of the immunity of Federal securities from State taxation. It will doubtless be well, therefore, to make
the cure as comprehensive as the malady and not to confine it to the
Federal income tax. It may be unfair to ask the States to give up
the bounty which they now enjoy unless they in turn receive some
secure guaranty that the Federal Government will also yield its
reciprocal bounty. Such a guaranty, even if not demanded by fairness, may very likely be demanded by selfishness. The States 1nay
well ask what they are to get in return for what they are to lose.
They may prefer to have tho question answered by the very constitutional amendment, which they will be asked to accept, so that they
will not be dependent on future congressional declarations subjecting
new issues of Federal securities to State taxation. Indeed, there is
some doubt as to whether Congress has power to provide that. Federal
securities may be subjected to State taxation. Their exemption has
been predicated on the Constitution, and Congre, can not change
the (Onstitution. Such is the argument. A common-sense answer
is that Congress is the best judge of whether its borrowing power
needs the bounty which it now enjoys and that, it can therefore tinker
with the immuity of Federal securities as it has tinkered with the
immunity of national banks. Yet, even if it were certain that Congress can give to the States the counterpart of what the Federal
government can et from the States only by constitutional amendment, no single Congress can give to the States the firm assurance
that they would find in a constitutional amendment.
The exemption of Federal securities from State property and income
taxes compels the States to give a bounty to the Fedeil borrowing
power. 'ho only justification for this botunty is the reciprocal bounty
vhich the State'borrowing power enjoys in' the exemption of State
securities from Federal taxation. Hadd the sixteenth amendment
been interpreted as it seems to read, the States would have lost their
bounty and would still be required to confer a bounty on the Naticn.
A court might. well pause before sanctioning such a result. Tho
official interpretation of the sixteenth amendment, may be subject to
literary and logical criticism and still have in its favor a preponderance of substantial statesmanship. It retains a balance which a
contrary interpretation would have overthrown. If the situation is
unhappy we can remedy it by constitutional amendment. Such
an amendment, however, should emulate the Supreme Court in
still preserving a proper balance between the Nation and the States.
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LEJ'TER FROM THE SECIETA1Y OF COMMERCE TO THI HON.
REED SMOOTTRANSMITTING A MEMORANDUM OPINION.
,.,By

JUDQ

81 PU5N

B. D~vis.

DEPAIRTUXNT, OF COMMERCE,

OFFICE OF Tux SECRTrARY,
Washington, Noember ,, 1923.

Hon.

RED SMOOT,

United Stales Seuate.
MY DEAR MR. SNATOR: In accordance with your request I

inclose herewith a memorandum opinion by Judge 4tephen B. Davis
on the power of Congress to impose a special or additional estate
tax upon the succession to the portion of an estate which consists
of Federal, State, or municipal bonds, the income from which is
exempt from Federal income tax. You will see that Judge Davis
believes Congress has constitutional power to levy such a tax, subect, perhaps, to the condition that the differentiation in rates of
levy go not arbitrary but have some reasonable basis. By such a
tax rates can be so adjusted as to effect, through the difference in
the amounts which would be exacted from the corpus of the estate,
an ultimate approximate equalization between the burdens currently
borne by incomes subject to surtaxes and incomes which are not so
subject because of investment in securities of a legally privileged
nature. Such an ultimate equalization would tend to do away with
a great amount of the present successful avoidance of the burdens
of Federal taxation.
This plan, might on consideration, develop weaknesses that are
not now apparent, but I would like to make some comment on this
whole question of tax-exempt securities from the point of view of
industry and commerce in support of. Secretary Mellon's recommendations.
Secretary Mellon has stated that eleven billions of State and municiIt is generally
pal securities are in circulation free of income tax.
believed that these securities arc sought after by persons subject
to the higher percentages of income tax. Therefore th very persons
best blWe to bear,the burden of taxation are escaping it.
Nor is direct tax exemption of these securities the whole story,
For
for they furnish a wide basis for further aypjdantc of taxation.
1

instance, aian may borrow 4( pbr cenxoft his hou6

his other

cred is good); he may invest this borrowed sum in tax-exempt
the
securities; under otir present income-tax laws he may deduct not
does
and
hisincome
from
hisMTortgagd
-on
pays
he'
which
interest
haveto account for the sunv ho receives on tW-exempt "Cutities.

There appears to have definitely grown up hot only this (prm of
kinds of int4rloekin.
avoidance but other form based on various
tkansaetion§ 'Whicli car avoidance a rt deal ifurther than the
collectible on taxexempt securities.
otheir4'w
a
actual suVn
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This question has many bearings on productive industry and
commerce and many economic as well as social implications.
1. It must be obvious that we are thus thrusting the burden of
income taxes upon productive industry and personal effort.
2. Most other countries Irxthe world give special relief, in income
s 6d1al-'incoiines -ad isigished from
taxes to busifiess 1
rent and interest i6 bblhg n~cessry :tb ain tain the initiative and
enterprise of the people. We not only do not give this relief but
the effect of the tax-exempt security as shown above is to thrust
even a much larger burden upon earneql income from business and
larger opportunity for avoidance of taxes
to 'offer
professions
incomes.
property
on so-called and
3. Aside from the uneconomic thrust of taxes onto productive
activities, there is an inherent injustice in this distribution of the
burden from the fact that holders of professional, and business incomes must set aside a portion of these incomes to provide for their
dependents, whereas persons possessed of rent or interest incomes
have by the nature of things already made such provision. Other
countries allow a large deduction of amounts paid for insurance premiums. We allow none.
4. Under the tax-exempt provisions, States and municipalities
are able to borrow money wit even lower margins of interest over
manufacture and business. The net effect is to increase interest
rates in industry and commerce and this misdirection in the flow
of capital tends to increase the prices of every commodity.
5. The collection of estate taxes upon exempt securities does not
present the difficulties in payment presented by such taxes upon
going business, for these securities are readily marketable. Such a
tax increase will also result in a better distribution of estates representin unduly large accumulation.
6. E ven though the States be disposed to accept a constitutional
amendment on tax exempt securities it will take time, and in the
meantime further securities will be piling up.
7. What additional tax should be placed upon the portion of the
estate composed of exempt securities in order to compensate for the
loss of income tax upon them needs careful study. It will probably
have to be an emupi ical figure in any event.
It is an extraordinary thing for a commercial nation like ours to
have developed a form of taxation which puts a premium on non-f
productivity and a blight on productivity itself.
.
Ro
Yours faithfully,
IIERBERT HOOVER.

MEMORANDUM OPINION BY JUDGE STEPHEN B. DAVIS.

Neither the principal nor interest of bonds and other. videncet
or their municipalities is subject, to
by States
of
indebtedness
Federal
Government, nor are such bQml of the
taxation
by theissued
Federal Government taxable by the States.
State bonds: Mercantile Bank v. New York, 121, U, S, 138- Pollock v. Farmer's Loan & Trust (Co., 1117 U, S. 429; So,4ith (C9roi,14,v.,
United States, 199 U. S. 437, 467.

TAXEXEMUPT $OURITIWO.
.Unitedt States bonds: Bank.Tax oases, .2 Wall. 200; M ,Q~lough
v. -Maryland,' 4 ,Wbeat. 316, 421 ; Hibernia Savigs Society- V, Son
Francisco, .200 U. S. 310, 313;, Home SavingsBAnk v0 Jes oines,
205-U. . 503, 513,
But an inheritance or estate tax levied upon the right of suessign
to property after, death is not, a tax upon the property bequeathed
or nherted, and such a tax is valid,, although the, estate upon wvlqh
it is levied consists in wholeor in part f0 tax-free", -cuitie
Plummer v. Coler, 178 U. S. 115; U. S. v. Perkins, 163 U. S. 625;
Home Savings Bank v. Des Moines, 205' U. $. 503.
The present Federal estates tax is measured by the entire estate,
including municipal bonds, and has been held valid in this respect
by the Supreme Court of the United States in Greiner v. Lewellyn,
258 U. S., 384, an opinion by Justice Brandeis, in which he said:
That the Federal Government has power to tax the transmission of legacies
was settled by Knowlton t. Moore, 178 U. S. 41; and that it has the power to'tax
the transfer of the net assets of a decedent's estate was settled by New York
Trust Co. v. Eisner, 256 U. S. 345. The latter case has established'also that the
estate tax imposed by the act of 1916, like the earlier legacy or succession tax, i.
duty or excise, and not a direct tax like that on Income from municipal bond4.
Pollock v. Farmers' Loan & Trust Co., supra. A State may impose a leF.eov,tax

on a bequest to the United States, United States v. Perkins, 163 U. S. 62 r, or on

a bequest which consists wholly of United States bonds, Plummer v. Coler, 178
U. S. 115; Orr v. Gilman, 183 U. S. 278. Likewise the Federal Government may

impose a succession tax upon a bequest to a municipal corporation of a State,
Snyder v. Bettman, 190 U. S. 249, or may, In determining the amount for which

the estate tax is assessable, under the act of 1916, include sums required to be
paid to a State as Inheritance tax, for thd estate tax is the antithesis of a direct
tax, New York Trust Co. v. Eisner, supra. Municipal bonds of a State stand in
this respect in no different position from money payable to it.

The transfer

upon death is taxable, whatsoever the character of the property transferred and
to whomsoever the transfer is made. It follows that in determining the amount
of decedent's net estate municipal bonds were properly included.

Property ma be classified for purposes of taxation and the rate
varie among t ie different classes, so long as there is some reasonable
basis for the classification and it is not merely arbitrary. Magoun
v. Illinois Trust'& Savings Bank, 170 U. S. 283; Watson v. State
Comptroller, 254 U. S. 122.
The provision of the Constitution of the United States, Article I,
section 8, that "duties, imposts, and excises shall be uniform throughout the United States" requires only geographical uniformity, ;not
uniformity between classes, Patton v. Brad 184 U. S. 608.
A classifica'tion' of securities according to whether or not they have
through taxation paid theirproportion of the .expense of government
during the 'life' of the owner would seem a reasonable 'classification,
and there would be no 'constitutional objection' to the imposition-of
additional rate by 'way of estate tax ipo. ,the sucesi9n . that
portion of the estate which has escaped such taxation, to the enA
.
that the tax burden might so far as possible be equalized
In Plin'rmer V. Color, 178 U. S. 115 the SuPrebe C uW said:
After all, what is an inheritance tax 'but a debt exacted, by the State for

protection: afforded during the lifetime of the decedent?"- It is' often impracticable tb secure from. living persons their fair; share of contribution to maintain
the administration of the State, and such laws seem intendedto enable the State
to eebure'ipayment from the estate of the tliten whei his final account is settled,
with' thd StAte, i.-Nor can -it be readily supposed that atbh .obligations 'can ,b6
evaded '6r defeated by the particular form In. which the' property. of the deoedeDt
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S ev~*A 6f th6 Stati have enacted l statutes imposing inhitnee
nion
qe 'secutities on which' for oh- reason or another no taxes
t
were OWdd during the life of the ownbr. In' New York"An additional
tax of 5 per cent is levied "on all investments whioh have not paid
the stamp tax or the personal property tax during the lifetime ofthe
decedent:"' An interesting discussion of such a tax Is found in Tthe
opion of 'the Court 0f Appeals of Now 'York in In re Watson's
Estate, 226 N V.Y384, 398-400, as follows:
Assuming without (Idlting that the discretion to classify personal property
which must pay an inheritance tax before passing by will' or inheritance Is
lin~dted to a elasifcation,which Is based upon some reason and not the more
caprice of the loglslaturej this present Jaw wider disoilsslon comes within oueh
a rule.I
" 110igup' the section under'discussion for comparison with these authorities as apat'ern, does It fall within or without the lie of constitutional limitation? In the first place, we may consider this tax as though it were the first
and only tax placed tpon transfers. The fact that it is api additional tax does
not change the prilicipl involved. The tax Is then, one placed upon the transfer
of proprty at the time of death which has not theretofore paid any tax, local
or State

Ti objection can not be pressed, that the beneficiary under the will is
punished for the misdeeds of the ancestor in' not paying a local or State tax.
The beneficiary has no claim to the property of an ancestor except as given by
law, anud, If the State has a right to impose a tax at all upon the passing of property, the transferee takes only what is left after the tax is paid. TNe State,
therefore having the power to place an inheritance tax uaponm propertv which
has escape taxation during the IIfetime of the testator, It Is no valid objection
that the legatee may deem himself punished by the circumstance, Neither is
there foundation In the authorities for the assertion or implication that tho inheritance tax laws must lookwith indifferent eye upon the 'kind of property transferred and can not single out personalty as distinguished from realty and the
like. * * * Slight inequalities or injustices which may follow froni the application of this law as it is applied by the taxing authorities ar6 not in and of
themselves constitutional objections (Matter of White, 208 N. Y. 04), unless
they become so great as to violate the principles stated. It has been said that
this Is not classification but a mere arbitrary tax upon the right to transfer investments. Is there not, at least, a semblance of reason in seeking to taX uIon
inheritance property which has not been taxed locally or for State purposes, whcii
sucl fact can only be discovered upon the death of the owner? The matter at
least permits of argument and is not so capricious and whimsical as to be purely
arbitrary. It has n it at least an effort for the equalization of taxation and the
adjustment of the burdoes of government.

"'Ihis decisionwas affirmed by the Supreme Court of the United
States (Watson v.State Comptroller, 254 U. S. 122), the court saying:
The occasion and the purpose of the statute are shuovn by' the C(urt of
Appeals. An 0wnr of Investmeints is not required Oltherto list them for assessment locally under the general property-tax law or to present them for stamping
under thie inwostment-tax law. Whether the investments of a resident aretaed
d4rlng !hls ife depends eit,4pr upon his own wl or upoQn the viipiq and di crc[on of the locAl asessor. "Thi condition led to ho of rjcO ithe State
4rid t6' iriualfy in taxatiftonVmong its citseps, re rembdy oth' evile this
addition transfer, tax was imposed upon Investments of a*decedent which' had
wholly escapedta *tion.' It. s insiAOd that the tax i disoihlltatory bealte
under It- other. property ol the a no kind bequeathed to personq OAndLm In the
same relatiohip to' th e de6edent will1not be taxed. But the powerkt classify
for purposes of taxation is fully established. The executors admit, as they
must,'that a classification' is reasonable if made with respect to the kind of
property transferred; oro to the amount or value of property transferred, or:to
herelationship of the trandereea; or to the character of the transferee, for intanoe
#AengagedIn, charity. Magouu v.- lhlnibs, ' rust -.& Savings Bank .70,U S.
283, 3001 Billings, P. Illinois, 188 U. $. 071,Campbell! v, Calfotia, 06 U. & 87.
But their list does not exhaust the possibilities of legl cleasifloatloM, Be;. Beers
v. Glynn, 211 U. 8. 477, 484; Keeney v. New York,- 222 U. S. 525;' Maxwell,.
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Bugbee, 250 U. 8. 525; compare Hatch v. Reardon 204 T. M. 182. Any classi,
flcation is permissible which has a reasonable relation to some permitted end of
governmental action. It is not necessary, as the plaintiff in error seems to contend that the basis of tile classifloation must be deducible from the nature Of
the things classified-here the right to receive property by devolution; It is
enough, for instance, if the classification to reasonably founded in 'the purpose
and policy of taxation.' Pacific Express Co. v. Siehert, 142 U. 8. 339, 354a
Kidd P. Alabama, 188 U. S. 730, 732; Clement National Bank v. Vermont, 231
U. S. 120, 130-137; Farmqrs Bank P. Mlipnieota, 232 U. §. 516, 59--5,. And
what classification could be more reasonable than to'distilguishlin iJpo
ln
all
inheritance or transfer tax, between property 'hich had durlhg the decedent's
life borne its fair share of the tax burden and that which'had not? '; t
.:
It does not follow, as is also Argued,- that the act in question imposes a property
tax, merely because its existence mav induce owners of investments to present
them for taxatlon tnder the investment tax law. Nor is it to be deemed a: law
imposing a penalty merely because the decedent's estate may under it be required
to pay more ini taxes thami the deceased would have paid if he had presented his
property for taxation under the investment tax law. Whetler this additional
transfer tax would be obnoxious to the fourteenth amendinent if it could be
deented a propertyy tax or a penalty, we have no occasion to consider.
The judgment of the surrogate court entered on the remittitutr from the
Court of Appeals of Now York is affirmed.

A statute of the State of (onnectieut provides:
All taxable property of any estate tipon which no town or city tax has been
assessed * * * or upon which nto tax has been paid to the Atate during the
year preceding the date of the death of the decedent, shall ba liable to a tax of
2 per cent per annun ol the appraised inventory value of such property for the
live years next preceding the date of the death of such decedent.

While this statute can not perhaps be considered strictly as imposing a succession or inheritance tax, since it operates directly upon
the body of tie estate rather than upon the right of succession to it,

the attitude of the courts toward it is of interest. It is based upoin
the evasion of taxes by the owner rather than upon the mere act

that, the property did "not contribute its fair share of taxes, and is
therefore in the nature of a penalty. The Suprenme Court of Errors
of Connecticut (Bankers Trust Co. v. State of Connecticut, 114 Atl.
104), referred to it as a law "to conel estates to pay to the State a
sum which shall approximately equal the taxes which the property
of the estate has escaped paying while in the hands of the decedent,
language broad enough to include all property which has so escaped,
irrespective of the reason for it.
Discussing the question of classification, the court said:
The statute is not attacked as unconstitutional because of its classification,
Nor could it be. "A legislature is not bound to impose the sanue rate of tox
upon one class of property that it doea upon another.' Michiganl Central RMilroad Co. v. Powers, 201 U. S. 245, 203; 32 Sup. Ct. 459, 460 (50 E. Ed. 744),
A classification for purposes of the penalty tax of property of an estate which
has not borne its share TbItie goneral taxes as distingtilshed from other propq rty
which has borno its share of such taxes is not such an arbitrary, soleotion as to
be unconstitutional.
o. v.
rs
T6e Spprome .Oourt. of the Pniod Stit_ ~Iakr

Blodgett, 200 U. .6 7 decided January 22, 103), colider thei
tax as a penalty and. upiwlds it, evet though Ihe amount requnj
ired
paid
04een
if it
to ,e paid might nt orrespond o what would he
ha bw, txed during th!i eth,e of th 9wier,, The cPq , d,,
As pointed out by, tle supreme court of errors, executors sad administratore
do ngt Oww the property co11mmitted to thegn for ad InIpitrAtopi., !t go",T t eP
sJ6ot tothe tabjilti aid,91 .04" poh It in the hos of its owper, a wb$t.
lr
ever Iiterest 'ditrlbtee or c&edio6id Way1hMV'e N stabject t6 ti aie iMO
bilibR
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and burdens. 'Subject, we may. say;. as the court decided, to the tax which the
State has imposed on its disposition or,devolution, and the tax does not take on a
different quality'or incident because it is, or has the effect of, a penalty. And
the court,, construing the statute, declared it was a provision for penalizing a
delinquenoy-,-the delinquency of the decedent -. and made to survive "'by statutory sazotion.", 'In effect,' the court said, "this statute is a penalty imposed upon
the estate because of the delinquency o? the decedent and no less permissible
than ithe penalty tax, against -the decedent kept alive by statutory sanction."

::y, l'ver iame the tax evolved in these casos may be called, the
thaiproperty was classified according to whether or not
taxes had been paid upon it, and taxes were levied accordingly.
Ld'uiicna; levies a 'general inheritance tax with the following proV s:,l.
4ao.r.remains

:',Amprodded further, That this tax shall not be enforced when the property
o ted or Inherited shall have borne its just proportion of taxes prior to the time
6f sibchdonati6n or'inheritance.

This generaltax against all property excepting such as ha "borne

its just proportion of taxes" prior to the inheritance is, of course,
identical with a tax upon the succession to property which has not
borne its proportion of such taxes. The Louisiana tax is precisely
like a Fedra.tax upon all securities which have not been subject to
or have not paid a general income tax.

. This law was construed by the Supreme Court of Louisiana in

Succession 'of Kohn, 38 So., 898 which involved the question as to
whether or not nontaxable bonds come within the exception above
quoted; in -other Words, whether or not "tax-free" securities were
subjectto the tax. The court said:
In Plumier ti.,Coler, 178 U. S. 116, 20 Sup. Ct. 829, 44 L. Ed. 998, the
Supreme CourtO after reviewing the jurisprudence, State and Federal, dn the
gibject of inheritance taxes, and the taxation of shares, privileges, and franchises,
held that an Inheritance taxwas one not on property, but upon its transmission
by ivfll or descent,, and that such tax was not invalidated or affected by the
incdWntal fact that the property passing was composed wholly of United States
bonds, exernt'by express statute from all taxation, Federal, State, and municIpal.
Hence, under article 235 of the constitkition of 1898, it matters not whether
the property of an estate Is taxable or not--has or has not been taxed.
The noxt article -withdraws from the operation of article 235 property which
has b6ntie its just proportion'of taxes prior to the tine of the opening of tile
succession, or, in other words, property which has been assessed, and the taxes
thereon paid, If the lawmaker had intended to include property qxompt from
taxation, he would have said so. 'Nontaxable bonds can not bo said to have
borne their Just proportion of taxes, as they are exempt from such burden.
The lawMaker evidently referred to property subject to assessment and taxation
0 which taxes had been paid prior to the time of the devolution of the inheritance.
Exemnptln front taxation is strictly construed, and Can'not be read into a statute

by'inference or hiepllcation.
'Hence: we are-of, opinion that the premium bonds and State bonds are subject
to the Inheritancoetax..
.
This cassis direct authority for the placing of such' securities ih a
nd the' lepiiig of a special t x',poll the rght
clps-by tlih4rniA6Jy

ii 'of th9 ':deeisiois .de~lint Wit i t t inheritaheo tax law are
to )relorty after the' deth
li~s~id poii th'e prncip:th& slfcqsioW'
i&Miot a ' tutal iight'but a P~t~vllge giveniby the Stite
of W hb

and one Which the State might withhold inits eutiiety or to which it
co'ditioiw as it ilews'ee, This rightor privile0 :is
Mx .exduch
t ta;

. . .
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such a levy by the Federal Government is its general power of taxation, and the right or privilege of inheritance or succession is a
proper subject for such taxation and one which has been availed of
many goVorements by way of death duties from the earliest times.
Knowlton v. Moore, 178 U. S. 41.
The conclusions upon this subject may be summarized as follows:
1. Inheritance or succession taxes may be levied upon estates
which consist in whole or in part of tax-free securities.
2. These taxes need not be uniform except geographically.
3. Such securities may be classified according to whether or not
taxes have been paid upon them during the life of the owner.
4. A special tax may be levied upon the succession to securities
upon the income from which no taxes were paid during the life of
the owner, or during a certain period preceding his death, including
both those as to which payment of income tax was evaded and those
the income from which was exempt.
5. This tax may be exclusively upon this class of securities or may
be by the levy of an amount upon them additional to the levy against
the other class.
6. Since the theory of the classification is the equalization of the
tax burden, the additional tax should approximate as near as may
be the amount which would have been paid had the securities been
subject to the income tax during the life of the owner, or during a
stated period preceding his death.
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LETTER FROM MR. A.W. GREGG, ASSISTANT TO THE.SRCRE,
TARY OF THE TREASURY, TO THE HON. W. R. GREEN.
The letter from Mr. A. W. Gregg, Assistant to the Secretary of
the Treasury, is, in part, as follows:
JANUARY

4,

1924.

lon. W. R. GREEN,
(1/irman l'ays aul Alanma Comintnitee,
toe1, of Repreiativ e.
MY DEAR MR. C11AIRMAN: Prior to its adjournment before the
holidays the committee requested that I prepare for the assistance
of the committee a digest of the decisions and arguments affecting
the question of whether Congress has the power to levy i tax upon
the income from securities issued by States or political subdivisiOns
thereof. In accordance with that request the following is submitted.
Two questions will he considered, (1) whether the Federal Government has the general power to lay a tax uipon income derived from
securities issued by States or political subdivisions thereof; (2) in
the event that Congress may not lay a tax upon income from, all such
securities, whether the income from any obligation issued by States
or political subdivisions thereof may be iaxed by the Federal Government.
The earliest decision of the Supreme Court upon the question of the
power of the United States to tax State instrumentalities is The
Collector v. Day (1870), 11 Wall. 113. Under the Civil War income
tax acts a tax was assessed on the salary of Hay, a probate judge hi
Massachusetts. He paid the tax under protest and brought action
to recover it. It was hold by the Supreme Court that Congress had
no power to impose a tax upon the salary of a State judicial officer.
The court cited Dobbins v.: Commissioners (1842),i 16 Pet. 485;
McCullochv. Maryland (1819), 4 Wheat. 316; and WestonV. Charles.
ton (1829), 2- Pet. 449, as establishing the proposition "that the
State governments can not lay a tax upon the constitutional means
employed by the Government of the Union to execute its constitutional powers," and concluded that, on the same -principle, the
United States can not tax the ineans and instrumentalities em.
loyed by the States for carrying on their governmental operations,
The court's reasoning is indicatedi
in the following passage (pp. 125,
187):
It is admitted that there is no express provision in the Constitutiodr thMt
prohibits the General Government from taxing the means and instrumentaliti4
of the States nor is there any prohibiting the States from taxing the means and
instrumentalities of that Government. In both eases the exemption rests upon
necessary implication and is upheld by the great Iaw of sei-preservation; 'b
any government, whose means are ejnployed in conducting its operation, if
subject to the control of another and distinct government, w-n exist oily at
the mercy of that government.
* * the means and Imnstruientalitip employed for osrrying on' the
operations of their governments, for lpiea rving the r existen e and fulnlitffthe
high and reslnsilblo duties assigned to them in the Coinstloi; should beleft
free and unimpaired, should not be liable to be crippled# much less ddeatod, 4y
the taxing powor of another government
.
i
u
a
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This decision was followed in the cases of a judge of the superior
court of New York City (Freedman v.Sigel (1875), bed Cas. No. 5989)
and of a State's attorney in Maryland (1T. S. v. Ritchie,(1872), Fed.
Poll6ekiv.lVarmr's LbdTn,&' Trust Co."'(1895), 157
N
Ii'th"iise!,of
U. S. 429, a bill by a stockholder to enjoin the defendant corporation
from' paying an income tax u under the act of August 15, 1894 (28 Stat.
309) it was urged that the act was unconstitutional on the grounds,
(1 'that in imposirfiga tax on the income or rents of real and personal
property, it imposed a direct tax upon the property itself, Which was
void because not apportioned among the States; (2) that in imposing
indirect taxes, it violated the constitutional requirement of uniformity; (8) that in imposing a tax upon income received from State and
municipal bonds, it exceeded the constitutional powers of the Federal
t0veriiment. With reference to this third point., Chief Justice Fuller
said;.(p. 585).:
10i 6ctnded that although the property or revenues of the States or their
i nstrMuentalities dan not be taxed, nevertheless the income derived from State,
county, and municipal securities can be taxed. But we think the same want.
of power to tax the property or revenues of the Statqs or their instrumentalities
exists in relatio, to a tax on the income froin their securities and for tie same

reason, and that 'reas6b is given by Chief, Justice Marshall in Weston t,. Charlestoni 2 Pet. 449) 468, where he said. IThe right to tax the contract to any extent.,

when made 'must operate upon the power to borrow before it is exercsed, and
h4vya sensible influence on the contract. The extent of this influence depends
on the will of a distinct government. To any extent, however inconsiderable,
it is a burden on the operations of government. It may 1)0 carried to an extent
which shall arrest them entirely. * * * The tax on Government stock is
thought by this court to be a tax on the contract, a tax on the power to borrow
moey on the credit of the United States, and consequently to be repugiiant to
the 9onstitui6n.' Applying this language to these municipal securities, it is
obvious that taxation on the Interest therefrom would operate on the power to
borrOw before It is exercised, and would have a sensible influence on the contract,
and that the tax in question is a tax on the power of the States and their instru.nwtalties to ,orrow money, and consequently repugnant to the Constitution.

It is dear, therefore,. that prior to the adoption of the sixteenth
amendment Congress had no power to levy a tax, directly or indirootlyi- upon- securities issued by AStates or a political subdivision
thereof....There remains to be considered the effect of the sixteenth
amendment.
,fThe> sixteenth amendment provides, that: "The Congress shall
have power, to ila . and: collect .taxes on incomes, from whatever
souii-odorivedi without- apportionment among the several States
and without, regard, to any census or enumeration."
At the time the sixteenth amendment was being considered by the
loislatures of the several Stttes it was urged by varios ,writers and
public men+that the proposed amendment gave, Congiess the power
to :tax the 'salaries, ofPofficers and' employees of the States and the
j'fibni'Stat9 and rtuniciphl securities. (See' Foster, Income
lncbm
'Pa,,'
t78,eV
seq, inr
'The Proposcd [neo. TaxAniqndment,

15 Va. L.' Reg.137,763;4Hubbard, TheSixteenth Amendment; 33
H1arvard .Law Review, 794.) The contrary view was urged with
.(S 0 Co.ng: Rpc., ?o. 45; pp.1094-t1699, 2245-22471
t6 Tax 8 t'te 8"0ritis,
L r£, .o%'Copgr6s
5
' jtchfi
.
.
'
,
.
iAm,.Bar,-Assoo, Joural, 602,)
the
amendment,'
sixteenth
the
In the first case which.Arose under
case 6f. Brushaberv. Union Pacific R. R. Co., 240 U. S. 1,the Supreme
*
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Court committed-itself'on the question of whether or tit the etx4
tebiftth akmendment'gave to Congress anyri6ew.' p6wer:of 'tettii.
This ce e wa a suit by a stockholder to restrain' the defendatrorA
portion from 'paying -an income tax imposed by the tariff act df
1913, bn the ground that it was unconstitutiontL' Chief JdtI6oe
White; in the course of upholding the validity Of the act, said (pp., 17,
18, 19):It is clear on the face of this text that it (tie ambnduint3 doe not purport
to confer power' to levy Income taxes in & generic 'scse--an 'authority ahedy
possessed and never questioned--or to limit and distinguish between one kind
of income taxes and another, but that the whole purpose of the amendment was
to relieve all income taxes when imposed from apportionment from a consideration of., the source whence the income was derived. Indeed, in the ghtof tb
history which we have given and of the decision in the Pollock ease and the
ground upon which the ruling in that case was based, thereja no escape from the
conclusion that the amendment was drawn for the purpose of doing away for, the
future with the principle upon which the Pollook case was decided;, that is, of
determining whether a tax ol income was direct, not by, a consideration ol the.
burden placed on the taxed income upon which it directly operated, but by
taking into view the burden which resulted on the property! from -which the
income was derived, since in express terms the amendment provides that income
taxes, from whatever source the income may be derived, shall not be subjected
to the regulation of apportionment.

*

.*

*

.

; pl

; I

,

Indeed, from another point of view, the amendment demonstrates that no
such purpose was intended and on the contrary shows that It was drawn with tho,
object of maintaining the limitations of the Constitulion and harmonizing ,their
operation.
**. *

*

*: *

.-

The purpose was not to change the existinig Interpretation except
to the extent necessary to accomplish the result Intended; that Is the prevention
of the resort to the sources from which a taxed income was derived In order.
.to cause a direct tax on the income to be a direct tax on the source itself an,
thereby to take an income tax out of the class of excises, duties, and imVosts
and place it in the class of direct taxes.

Again, in Stanton v.-Baltic Mining Co. (1016), 240 U. S. 103, 'n
action in form similar to the Brushaber case, Chiof Justice White
said, in upholding the constitutionality of the same act (p. 112):
* *
* But aside from the obvious error of the proposition intrinsically
considered, it manifestly disregards the fact that by theopreViou6 ruling it was
settled that the provisions of the sixteenth amendment conferred no now power of
taxation, but simply prohibited the previous complete and plenary power of
income taxation possessed by Congress front the beginilng from being taken out
of the category of indirect taxation to which it inherently belonged and being
placed in the category of direct taxation, subject to apportionment by a consideration of the sources from which the income was derived; that is, by testing
the tax not by what it was-a tax on income, but by a mistaken theory deduced
from the origin or source of the income taxed. Hark, of course In saying this
we are not here considering a tax not within the provisions of the sixteenth
amendment; that is, one in which the regulation of apportionment or the rule
of uniformity Is wholly negligible, because the tax is one entirely beyond the scope
of the taxing power of Congress and where consequently no authority to impose
a burden cithcr direct or indirect exists.

Similar dicta occur in Eisner v. Macomber (1920), 252 U. S. 189,
204, and in Peck & Co. v. Lowe (1915) 247 U. S. 165.

Although it appears that in none oi these cases was it necessary
to pass upon the issue, it,issignificant that the court saw fitto announce
in each of them that the amendment did not extend the taxing power
of Congress to cover any now subjects.
The opinion of Evans v. Gore (1920), 253 U S. 245, throws a more
direct light upon the views of the Supreme Court regarding the scope
of the sixteenth amendment. The action .therein was brought by
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a United.tates disic judge, appointed in 1899, tp rweover a tax
paid -Pon his s'aiy ugder the revenue art of 1918 (40 Stat. 1062).
Ieisch -pontention waA that, the effect of the act, i, impo sing a tax
oj his salary, was to diuinish his compensation, and ,that to ,this
extent was repugnant , the third article of the, Constitution, proriding that his salary should not be diminished during his continuance
in office. The court came to the conclusion that the prohibition
prevented diminution by taxation, and the court, after reciting the
history of the adoption of the sixteenth amendment, concluded:
True, Governior Hughes, of New York, in a message laying the amendment
before the legislattite of that State for ratification or rejection, expressed some
aprehension lest it 'might be construed as extending the taxing power to income
n6t table before; but his message promptly brought forth from statesmen who
participated in proposing the amendment such convincing expositions of its
purpose as here stated, that the apprehension was effectively dispelled and
ratification'foll6wed.
Thus the genesis and words of the amendment unite in showing that it does
not extend the taxing- power to new and excepted subjects, but merely removes
all occasion'otherwise existing for an apportionment among the States of taxes
laid on income, whether derived from one source or another. And we have so
held In other cases.

In conclusion, then, it is evident that, since the ratification of the
sixteenth amendment, the Supreme Court of the United States, in
dicta; and decision, has consistently adhered to the view that the
amendment does not extend the taxing power of Congress to hew or
excepted subjects, Prior to the adoption of the sixteenth amendment, it was established that, in general, income from State and
municipal bonds was exempt from taxation by the Federal Government. In view of these two lines of decisions it appears evident to
me that, in the absence of a constitutional amendment, a tax upon
the income derived from State and municipal securities would be
held by the Supreme Court to be beyond the constitutional powers
of Congress.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
..
...
Respectfully,
A
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11o'h. J"F. '.FRFaUR,)..C TATAN9OQA, 3TEN.

Pate 23.,

Decemle7;012$ :

:

Hot~se of &eprentali ,'jVasAntoP.&
FRF.AR: I am in receipt of your letter of December ,l7,

DFAR, Mu.

evidently. referring to a conv ersation which I had, recently,,with
Ivangs.
SenatorShields.. did not, however, state that the case ofW
Gore is authority for. the statement that. so-oalled tax-free seourities
can not lobreached, for, income-tax. purposes,. I did sayithat while I
eru
t,1A
have not given the.subject serious consideration, iCray .a
Jvans v, Gore .ad been successful and the dissenting o pf"n oe fr.
Justice ,Holmes. in that. case, had .been, the, opinion, of, the, ct,
would have little doubt that the. incomieoftn, such securities could
be included in taxable income# - The' majority opinion, in that cae',
however, makes the question moredoubtful. i
So far as obligations 'o. the Federal ,,overnmeat which may :be
issued, in, the future are concerned,, there, can hb no doibt of the poWer
of Congress :to make income from theip Uxable, Tho queotrlo ,,I
presume, in which you are- interested .fs ,the,power. of Congress to
treat State, county, and municipal bonds or rather the iaeonle from
-, - ' t,' ,;,; .,' ,W"I!
•-them, as taxable income.
.Of course, it is settled that bonds .of this kind as such. cannot be
taxed by the Federal Government, and I think,it is equally true that
,,, ,Lthe income fromthem as such can not be taxed.: , 1,1:There are, ,however, two, recent decisions of the Supreme Court
which I used in Evans v. Gore and whichJI think hove established a
prinoiplb which may make., it possible for-, Congtess in, levying a
be includbd
to net,income,
such
from
income
general
taxable
theirbonds
rthe
arrivingatbasis for
as to require
income tax
in grossincomeP&
I refer to U.-S.-Olue Co. v, Oak Creek,,247:U. S. 321,tmd i-Peck
Co., v. Lowe, 247 U; S.:.165, The first of- these d~es involved State
income ,taxi and the question. was whether in computing 'net income
profit "derived from,, transactions inintaretate commete, could;be
included., -.The. second Iinvolved., the questions whether,in 'omptitin'g
taxable income under the Federal statutes profits derived from-the
business of exporting goods couAdbe:inoluded.

I-,

i. A,Io,

-

Of1ctourse, 1t was 0lear that,.no tateitould levy. taxiwhioh-would
bea .butden, on r amount to . egulationiintenhrtate. onmeice
And it w~ equally, cear thati-iCongress Was oxpressly proJ ibited 1h
the Constitution from taxing export. The court, however1(held in
thewe oases' that whdn the State taxed merely the net income of a
person or corporation the net profit derived from interstate commerce constituted a part of the taxable income, and that including
net profits derived from the business of exporting as a part of the
taxable income for Federal purposes was not a violation of the pro85
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vision against taxing exports. In the latter case the court said,
speaking of the tax: "It is not laid on income from, exportation
because of its source, or in a discriminative way, but just as it is
-,,,,laid
on other
income.
The words
of is
themno'act
are 'net incomeA arising
ol64et.i1l
:frba'
lIl. i'ourcos.'
f Thtre
disca'iinin~tioil.
'riiOst,
ekgof taidif'isrtiffected 'ily ifiditdotly &Ad reih0tely.'I.
.:1i'
The principle thus established seems to be th-t ' ' 6neral taii-dPon
net income is not a tax-upon the sources from which particular parts of
the. inome ae derived. I. thought that this principle controlled
Evans v. Gbre. 'If" thecourt' had'agreed 'with me, 1 woud haye
little doubt that it applied to income derived'froxh s0-call&d 'tax-free
securities. I am, however, in gonie doubt a to whether this conclisiort folld's in vie* of the decision in, that case. I am not conviinced,1 however;: tt
that, decision settles the-, question- against the
Government. ,I think it can be distinguished from the question you
arinow conidering.- In Gore v. Evans the 'gpecifi6 provisWion of th6
Cofistituti6h invoked was that which -forbids the diminution of a
jxidges' ompensation during his termt. The court reached the condlisn that' to 'tax a judge's salary; 'even treating it as a -part of his
fet income 'when the tax 1evied'b' the Government which: paid his
alary; W.a, substantial diminutin of the salry. Having reached
this, on-clusloni 'Mr. Justice Van' Devanter 'distinguished:'Gore v.
Evans from the cases I hve: referred'to, upon the ground that the
Constitutioi expressly forbids subh a diminution.'.'Tho Constitution contains no express mention of State or municipal
iecuritiew.' As "amatter of cnstruction,, it hat long been settled that
securities of this kind,;ag such, are-n'ot taxable by the Federal Government, %becausethe Constitution does 'not permit, the Federal Governmont to tax the governmental instrumentalities' of the States, and
neither does, the Constitution 'contain any refeence to' the power' of
th4 iStates 'to' tax,' intestate tommnerce. 'The conclusion that this
can not be done was reahed through: a' construction 'of' the clause
iving. Congress the power to regulate interstate comtnerce.'- Tlhere
i§ an expresss, prohibition ag int the taxing of exports,, but, a' I have
stated, the court has held t-hat thetaxing of all of a.mn'Anetincom'e
Which 'includes some' income derived from export 'business is not:sucl4
a tax'is.iolats, this pOrovision. I cai niot' see any reason, why the
same
Apricipl
does no apply to income .derived from) State 'and
municipal bonds. The di lcitlty seems tobe in re6oniciling this' conk
delusion with the decision' in 'Evans v. Gore. The doubt in my mind
is Whether, the court would- hold income! from such securities fallsoin
the'classof cases'controlled by the two case gIhave referred to or by
Obrei. iEianii
As stated above, I have given this'question no serious consideration;
bit haeli'merely given you the impressions made on my mindwhen
Iwas 'preparing the, argument in -Evans v.- -Gore, --I think,' hoWever;
tat the question is one well worthy of 'caeful consideration.'
'.

WM. L i'FRIERSON,:;,
p.

'.
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TAX-FREE r. TAXABLE BONDS.
[Reprinted from a chart of THE BOND BUYER, of New York,]

Income from certain United States Government, State, and municipal bonds
is exempt from the Federal income tax, rate of which, for 1923 income, ranges
from 4 per cent to 68 per cent, according to amount of income. This table
has been compiled to indicate the approximate yield which taxable bonds must
return to equal the return from tax-free bonds yielding from 3 per cent to 6
per cent.
Example: Individual with income (subject to surtaxes) of about $50,000 purchases taxable bonds yielding 6.52 per cent, the income from which is subject,
in his hands, to a normal tax of 8 per cent and a surtax (on income between
$50,000 and $52,000) of 23 per cent, or a total of 31 per cent. Deducting the
tax, his income from this bond is reduced to 4.50 per cent; In other words
for this person a tax-free bond yielding 4.50 per cent would be equivalent to a
taxable bond yielding 6.52 per cent. In the table below the top line or row of
figures represents yield (or basis) from tax-free bonds. In columns below is
shown equivalent yield from taxable bonds when income (total amount subject
to surtaxes) corresponds to amounts shown in extreme left-hand column.
This table is offered as a guide to assist the purchaser of bonds to choose intelligently between taxable and tax-free investments. It is computed on the
theory that any change in an individual's taxable income resulting from a switching of investments from a taxable to a tax-free status, or vice versa, is effective
at the highest brackets or the "top" or his income and, hence, the highest surtax
rate has been applied in computing these equivalent yields. Because of the
change of tax rates frotn year to year, it is useless to attempt an exact com-.
putation of the value of tax exemption over a series of years and for this reason
we believe the chart is sufficiently comprehensive to serve the purpose for which
it is intended.
Chart showing the effect of Federal income tax on yield from tax-free and taxable
bonds in 1923.
Income subject to
surtaxes between-

3H

31

41

41

Per Per Per Per Per Per
cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. cent.
4.17 4.44 4.72 4.86
4.46 4.76 &06
.21
4.67 4.88 6.18 6.34
3.75 4.37 4.69 &.00 .31, &.46
3,89 464
4.000...4.87 &19 &81 &67
4.06 4,73 &07 6.40 &.73 &00
.07
4.17 4.86 &21
.65 .90
4.36 6.07 &43 &.80 8.16 .34
4.47 &22 &660 6.97 .34 &.62
4.68 &.4 5.86 8.25 6.4 .83
4.84 &65 6.05 6.45 6.85 7.06
.37 .78 7.20 7.41
&.08 &93
&28 8.14 868 7.01 7.45 .67
&65 6.43 8.94 7.40 7.86 8.09
&77 .73 7.22 7.68 8.16 8.40
8.12 7.14 7.65 8.16 8.68 8.94
8.38 7.46 7.98 &81 9.04 9.81

aIO,00Ond$12,000...
3.33 3.89
,O0 and p22,000... 3.67 4.17
24,OOand$2,000... 3.88 4.28

$28000and O000...
$32,000 and
$40,O00and 2000...
,OO and 6,000...
,00and$2,000...
,000 and ,000...
00...
ODDand
000...
,000 and
OO00and p2,000...
OD4,O
and 76,00...
000and 2,000...
4.000 and 8000...
$90,ODDand$gD000...
$94,000 and $98,000...

14

1I00,0 and $160,000. .82
$160,000 and $200,00. 8.98
Over200,00...... 7.14

7.96& 82
&85 872
&33 &93

4J

41

4J

Per Per Per
cent. cent. cent.
&00 &.14 &.28
6.36 5.0 &65
5.49 &64 6.79
&.62 6.77 6.93
&84 .00 .18
.07 6.24 8.41
&.23 &.42 .69
8.62 .70 6.88
8.71 8.89 7.08
7.03 7.22 7.42
7.26 7.46 7.66
7.62 7.81 &04
7.89 8.11 8.33
&33 8.56 8.79

8.65
9.20
9.68
9.10 9.66 9.94 10.22
9.31 9.89 10.18 10.47
9.63 1.12 10.42 10.72

8.89
9.45
9.84
10.0
10.76
11.02

9.13
9.70
10.10
10.79
11.05
11.32

41

51

Per Per Per
cent. cent. cent
&42 &.56 6.11
6.80 6.95 655
6.95 8.10 6.70
.09 6.25 &87
. 32 . 49 7.14
.68 6.75 7.43
.77
8.94 7.63
7.06 7.25 7.97
7.27 7.48 8.21
7.61 7.81 8.68
7.88 8.08 8.86
8.25 8.47 9.33
8.66 8.77 9.85
9.02 9.23 1.18

9.37
9.95
10.38
11.07
11.34
11.62

9.62
10.20
10.62
11.38
11.03
11.92

10.67
11.21
11.70
110
12.80
13.10

6
Per
cent.
6.7

7.14
7.31

7.60
7.79
8.11
8.33
&9
8.96
9.37
9.68
10.17
10.63
11.10

11.52
12.25
127713.65
13.95
14.29
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